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1. Article I - Parties
1.1. Parties: This Agreement is made and entered into by and between Civitas Schools, LLC,
Quest Management, LLC, and Civitas Education Partners, LLC, as joint employers with
Civitas Schools, LLC and Quest Management, which, together with their members,
managers, and administrative staff shall be referred to in this Agreement as the
"Employer" and the Chicago Teachers Union, Local 1, IFT-AFT/ AFL-CIO, the exclusive
representative which together with its officers and representatives shall be referred to
in this Agreement ("CTU" or “the Union”).
1.2. Recognition: The Employer recognizes Chicago Teachers Union (CTU) as the exclusive
collective bargaining representative of all full-time and part-time teachers, counselors,
MTSS Coordinators, social workers, instructional professionals (including but not limited
to Paraprofessionals, Instructional Assistants, Proctors, Aides, and Classroom Helpers),
and Culture Specialists employed by the Employer and any and all subsidiaries at the
Wrightwood Campus located at 8130 South California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60652,
Northtown Academy located at 3900 West Peterson Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60659,
and the Ralph Ellison Campus located at 1817 West 80th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60620,
and all full-time and regular part-time instructional professionals (teachers, teacher
aides, learning assistants, game designers, learning strategists, curriculum and coaching
collaborators, and strategic partnership coordinators), social workers, counselors, and
student support employees (office manager and office clerk) at Chicago Quest School
currently located at 1443 North Ogden Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and excluding all
confidential employees, managerial employees, and guards and supervisors as defined
by the National Labor Relations Act (the "Bargaining Unit”).

2. Article II - Additional Definitions
2.1. The following definitions shall apply in this Agreement and its Appendices:
2.1.1. “Agreement” means this collective bargaining agreement.
2.1.2. “Bargaining Unit Member” means any employee who is included in the
Bargaining Unit certified by the National Labor Relations Board, or by voluntary
recognition of the Employer.
2.1.3. “Campuses" means campuses described in the Bargaining Unit, each a “Campus.”
2.1.4. “Director” means the Director or Principal of each Campus, or his or her designee.
2.1.5. “Grievance” means any claim or dispute involving an interpretation or application
of this Agreement by a Bargaining Unit Member, the School, or CTU, that one of the
other Parties is violating or has violated this Agreement during its Term.
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2.1.6. “Instructional Day(s)" means any day(s) students are present for instruction.
2.1.7. “Partial Instructional Day(s)" means any day(s) when students are released prior
to 3:30 dismissal.
2.1.8. “Parties" means CTU and its Bargaining Unit Members and the Employer.
2.1.9. “Provisional Period": A Bargaining Unit Member will be considered provisional for
their first calendar year of Employment (365 days). The provisional period for a
member, who is a teacher or non-teaching educator, may be extended by the
Director for up to a total of one additional calendar year under one of the following
two conditions:
1) The member was hired after October 1st.
2) The member’s overall summative evaluation rating is basic.
The member must be notified in writing and in a meeting with the Director and
Union representative if their provisional status is being extended.
2.1.10.“Teacher Professional Development Day" means any day of service required of
Bargaining Unit Members for development, preparation, planning, or other
professional activity that is not an Instructional Day, as defined in this Agreement.
2.1.11. “Union" means the Chicago Teachers Union, Local 1, IFT-AFT/AFL-CIO.

3. Article III - Mission & Purpose
3.1. We support outstanding schools where all students develop lifelong love of learning,
the skills required to earn a four-year college degree and a deep belief in their ability to
impact the world through active civic participation. Together, we work to ensure that all
students demonstrate the intellectual skills, the cultural competence, the belief in self
and the engagement in community necessary for success in school, college, the
workplace and life.
To support the advancement of this mission, the Parties are committed to:
3.1.1. Students First: Our campuses are places where the needs and aspirations of our
students are at the center of all decisions driving high quality teaching and learning.
3.1.2. Collaboration: Through collaboration, our teachers learn more and achieve
greater goals than they would individually. Our community and efforts are
strengthened by the diversity of experiences, talents, perspectives and ideas we
bring to the school's work.
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3.1.3. Working Hard/Working Smart: Our schools focus our energy and efforts on
striving to exceed high expectations for achievement. Constant reflection about
everything we do makes our work more productive and meaningful.
3.1.4. Integrity: As community members, we are honest and transparent in our work,
communication and relationships with one another.
3.1.5. Lifelong Learning & Everyone Can: Our community holds high expectations for all
members of our learning communities while providing appropriate levels of support
through provision of a variety of supports including instructional coaching,
transparent evaluation, and professional development with the belief that all
members can successfully and positively influence school culture and academic
growth;
3.1.6. Value Everyone: Our schools are committed to incorporating the voice of teachers
and families into the decision making and problem-solving processes.
3.1.7. Commitment to Professionalism: We hold ourselves to high levels of personal and
professional responsibility.

4. Article IV - Duration
4.1. Term: The term of this Agreement ("Term") shall be from the day prior to the first day
of the 2018-2019 work year to the day prior to the first day of the 2022-2023 work year,
and shall thereafter continue from year to year, unless at least sixty days prior to the
expiration date (or as otherwise extended by the Parties in writing) either Party hereto
shall notify the other in writing of its intention to terminate this Agreement for the
purpose of renegotiating a new Agreement.
4.2. Reopener: Upon mutual agreement of the CTU and the Employer, specific sections of
this Agreement may be opened for revision. Absent such mutual agreement, this
Agreement shall not be amended or modified during its Term.

5. Article V - School Rights
5.1. Administration Authority: The School retains all powers and authority to direct,
manage and control the Campuses except to the extent that any such power or
authority is expressly contrary to any provision of this Agreement or applicable law. The
School will exercise its powers and authority collaboratively and will consider input from
Bargaining Unit Members, but final decisions will rest with the School except as
explicitly otherwise set forth in this Agreement. For example, the School expressly
reserves the following rights and authority:
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5.1.1.To determine the Employer’s and each Campus' mission, goals, program design
and methodologies for fulfilling them;
5.1.2. To take such steps as are necessary or appropriate to fulfill the Employer's
contractual obligations to Chicago International Charter School, its authorizer, and
applicable law;
5.1.3. To establish educational policies with respect to admitting and educating
students, including without limitation methods for ensuring the rights and
educational opportunities of all students;
5.1.4. To determine staffing patterns and design, including as necessary any decision to
lay off or reduce its workforce except to the extent limited by this agreement or the
law;
5.1.5. To determine the number and types of Bargaining Unit Members and other
personnel required;
5.1.6. To operate the Campus, including moving or modifying facilities;
5.1.7. To determine methods of raising revenue, budget procedures and budget
allocations;
5.1.8. To contract with any third party for one or more services otherwise performed by
Bargaining Unit Members including without limitation the procedures for obtaining
such contract and the identity of the third party, but not for the purpose of replacing
a position held by an existing Bargaining Unit Member;
5.1.9. To determine class size, class staffing and assignment, class schedules, academic
calendar, hours and places of instruction and or student assessment policies;
5.1.10.To make and implement decisions concerning use and staffing of experimental or
pilot programs and decisions concerning use of technology to deliver educational
programs and services and staffing to provide the technology; and
5.1.11.To take action on any matter in the event of an emergency.
5.2. The exercise of the School's powers, rights, authority, duties, and responsibilities, the
adoption of policies, rules, regulations and practices in furtherance thereof, and the use
of judgment and discretion in connection therewith, shall be limited only by the specific
and express terms of this Agreement, and then only to the extent such specific and
express terms are in conformance with law.
5.3. The school shall have the right to make or change and enforce any reasonable work
rule, policy or practice not inconsistent with this Agreement. Any dispute raised by the
CTU about whether any such rule is inconsistent with this Agreement may be challenged
by the CTU under Article XVI of this Agreement.
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5.4. The school retains its right to amend, modify or rescind any work rule, policy and
practice referred to in this Agreement in cases of emergency when there is a clear and
present danger to the safety of any student, Bargaining Unit Member or other person,
or when failure to act would result in a violation of applicable law or possible cessation
of operation of the School. If the modification results in a permanent change to working
conditions, and, if requested by the CTU, the Employer agrees to negotiate the
modification in a timely manner.

6. Article VI - Union Rights
6.1. Bulletin Boards and Mailboxes: Authorized agents of the CTU can provide materials to
Bargaining Unit Members via their employee mailboxes and the School agrees to
designate a bulletin board in the employee lounge for the CTU’s use, provided that any
materials posted shall be subject to the School's general policies (such as those related
to non-discrimination, non-harassment and decorum). Bargaining Unit Members may
use the School's e-mail system during non-working time for union communications,
subject to the following agreements and understandings:
6.1.1. The School has a right to monitor all communications on its systems at any time;
neither the Bargaining Unit Members nor the CTU has any legitimate expectation of
privacy in any communication on or over any Employer or CICS system.
6.1.2. The Employer reserves the right to disable or suspend Bargaining Unit Members'
use of its e-mail system during the pendency of any labor dispute with the CTU.
6.1.3. Use of the e-mail system under this section remains subject to all restrictions set
forth in the Employers’ Employee Policy Manuals, including its policies regarding
unlawful harassment, acceptable use of technology, and the professional code of
conduct.
6.2. Union Access: The Employer recognizes that authorized agents of the CTU may need
access to Bargaining Unit Members when the Bargaining Unit Members are on
Employer’s premises in order to administer this Agreement. CTU recognizes the need
for the Employer to ensure that its Campuses operate efficiently and that
leadership/administrative team members are not unduly burdened by frequent,
prolonged or unannounced visits from any external organization. Consistent with these
principles, authorized agents of CTU agree to follow the Employer’s visitor policies. In
return, the Employer agrees that authorized agents of the CTU will not be unreasonably
denied access to the schools. Authorized agents of the CTU shall not be denied access to
any Campus when a Bargaining Unit Member has a right to Weingarten representation.
6.3. New Employee Union Orientation: The Union shall be allowed 45 minutes to meet with
new employees before or at the start of each semester for the purpose of presenting
information about the Union. For employees hired during the semester, the Employer
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will schedule 30 minutes of mutually agreed upon meeting time within two weeks of the
employee’s starting date for the new employee and the Union to meet during the work
day. This meeting should not disrupt the learning environment. There shall be no loss
of pay for any participating employees. Meeting time under this section will not count
towards reserved meeting time under Article 6.5.
6.4. Dues Check Off:
6.4.1. Upon receipt of voluntary written authorization from a bargaining unit employee,
the Employer shall deduct from the wages each pay period the applicable dues
payment and shall remit the same to the Union on or before the last day of each
month. The Union shall advise the Employer in writing and in a timely manner of the
amount of any deduction required by this paragraph.
6.4.2. Each employee covered by this Agreement shall, as a condition of employment,
become and remain a member of the Union or, in the alternative, pay a monthly fee
to the Union not exceeding the amount of monthly dues and fees, not later than the
thirtieth calendar day following his/her date of employment or the date of execution
of this Agreement, whichever is later.
6.4.3. Upon receipt of a voluntary written authorization from a bargaining unit
employee, the Employer shall deduct from the wages due said bargaining unit
employee the sum specified in the authorization and remit to the Chicago Teachers
Union Committee on Political Education (COPE) Fund as the bargaining unit
employee’s voluntary contribution to said Fund. Bargaining unit members can enter
the COPE Fund on a quarterly basis as of October 1, January 1, April 1 and July 1.
6.4.4. No deductions shall be made which are prohibited by applicable law. The Union
agrees to indemnify and hold the Employer harmless from any claim, suit, cause of
action, or other action with respect to the Employer’s deduction of union dues or
any other deductions required under this Article, including, without limitation, the
administration of the dues check off provisions, and any act or action in connection
therewith, and such indemnity and agreement to hold the Employer harmless shall
include timely payment of any of its costs and attorneys’ fees.
6.4.5. The Union shall advise the Employer in writing of any increase or decrease in
deductions at least thirty (30) days prior to its effective date.
6.5. Reserved Union Meeting Time:
6.5.1. School Meetings: The Union shall be allowed to meet for 30 minutes once per
calendar month during the normal workday at times otherwise used for professional
development. The Union shall inform the Director of the date and time of such
meetings at least 48 hours in advance.
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6.5.2. Network Meetings: The Union shall be allowed to meet for 45 minutes during
each network-wide PD for a multi-campus Union meeting.
6.6. Union Release Time:
6.6.1. Year-Long Union Release: The Union may designate up to two (2) bargaining unit
employees for full-time Union release time during a school year. Such designations
shall be made no later than March 1 each year and shall remain employees of the
Employer and accrue such benefits and seniority as so entitled but shall be placed on
a leave of absence without pay. Bargaining unit employees who are on leave for
Union business may continue their benefit coverage, provided they pay the full cost
of that coverage. Upon the completion of full-time Union release time, such
employees shall return to an equivalent position in the area of their certification.
6.6.2. Short Term Union Release: A total of eight (8) days per school per year shall be
available to be divided amongst bargaining unit employees across the network at
the Union’s discretion to perform Union business. The Employer shall assume the
salary costs of bargaining unit employees for the first 25% of days of Union release
time used under this paragraph; the Union shall assume the salary costs of any of
Union release time beyond 25%. A ratio of 1:10 bargaining unit members at each
campus, with a maximum of five bargaining unit members, shall determine how
many bargaining unit members can use union release time on the same day. The
Union shall provide the Employer with twenty-four (24) hours’ advance notice when
using Union release time under this Article.
6.6.3. Additionally, The Union may purchase from the Employer a number of Union
release days not to exceed sixty (60). These days shall be divided at the Union's
discretion among designated bargaining unit employees. The Union will reimburse
the Employer on a pro rata basis for the pay and benefits of employees who are
released in this manner. A ratio of 1:10 bargaining unit members at each campus
shall determine how many bargaining unit members can use union release time on
the same day. The Union shall provide the Employer with twenty-four (24) hours’
advance notice when using Union release time under this Article.
6.7. Information Sharing:
6.7.1. Administration of the Agreement: The Employer and the Union shall make
available for inspection to the other party information that is available, relevant, and
necessary for the administration of this Agreement, in an expeditious fashion absent
any good faith reason for not being able to provide the information.
6.7.2. CICS Board meetings: The meeting dates and times for the CICS Board of Directors
shall be communicated electronically and posted at the school campus in the main
office or front atrium annually and updated pending any changes to the schedule.
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The calendar and minutes are maintained on the CICS website
(www.chicagointl.org/about/board-of-directors.html).
If the Board meeting occurs during work hours, at least one Union representative
from every school shall be granted release time in order to attend the meeting.
6.7.3. Bargaining Unit Member Records/Information: The Employer shall provide the
UNION’s Financial Secretary, Union Field Rep, and Council Chairs on at least a
monthly basis a list, in Microsoft Excel format using the template provided by the
UNION, of all current employees in the bargaining unit which shall include each
employee’s first name, last name, middle initial, last four digits of his/her social
security number, job title (including position number and job classification, if
applicable) UNION membership status (member or agency fee payer), campus,
amount of UNION dues collected, amount in COPE payments collected, pay date,
years of previous teaching experience, level of education (degree and additional
number of credits).

7. Article VII - Participatory Leadership
7.1. School-Based Professional Solutions Committees: Each school shall establish a
Professional Solutions Committee to discuss school operations, contract administration
issues, any new Employer instructional program, and joint Employer-Union initiatives
prior to or at the time of its implementation at the local school level.
The committee shall be composed of the Director or a designee with decision-making
power and one additional member of the campus leadership team and no fewer than
three and not more than five members identified by the building delegate(s)/union
representatives. A union delegate/building representative shall be the chairperson of
the Professional Solutions Committee. Where there is not a union representative, or at
the existing delegate’s/building representative’s request, the council chair or his or her
designee may lead a campus PSC. The Director will be notified of the names of the
committee representatives by the school’s union delegate/building representative and
report any changes in representatives at least two (2) work days in advance of
committee meetings.
The committee shall meet at least every other month without loss of compensation, and
the parties shall jointly establish the agenda at least two (2) work days prior to each
meeting. The committee may meet more frequently at the request of either party. The
committee may meet less frequently if agreed upon by both parties.
The Director or designee and the chairperson of the Professional Solutions Committee
shall exchange available and pertinent information concerning the operation of the
school when such information is necessary for the understanding and resolution of
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professional problems under discussion by the Director and the Professional Solutions
Committee.
The Director or the Union delegate may invite consultants or resource persons to attend
the meeting to discuss specific agenda items with advance notice to the committee
members.
The committee shall decide whether and how to report the proceedings of the meeting
to school staff.
7.2. Network-Wide Professional Solutions Committees: A Network-wide Professional
Solutions Committee shall be established with members representing any Network-wide
employees to discuss issues that are beyond the control of any single Director or issues
that affect more than a single campus.
The committee shall be composed of the CEO or his or her designee and between (3)
three and (9) nine union members designated by the Union.
The committee shall meet at least two times a year without loss of compensation or at
the request of either party. Meetings shall take place during school or network
Professional Development, or outside of the work day if mutually agreed to by both
parties.
7.3. Participatory Committees: The Parties agree that participatory leadership through
workplace collaboration is an essential practice in excellent schools. The School is
committed to ensuring meaningful teacher and staff participation in the decisions that
impact its students and learning community. Even though each Director will be
accountable as the final decision-maker at each Campus, the formal basis for
participatory leadership will occur within the following four committees to be
established on each Campus with the enumerated goals and purposes. Participation in
committees is strictly voluntary and there shall be no compensation for participating in
such committees.
7.4. Participatory Committee Designation, Participant Selection, and Scope of Work:
School leadership will meet with Campus-based union leadership to determine the title
and goals of up to four participatory committees for the next school year prior to
September 1. If the Campus and campus-based union leadership are unable to come to
an agreement on committees then the school will revert to the committees delineated
in sections 7.4.1., 7.4.2., 7.4.3, and 7.4.4. below.
Each committee will be comprised of three to five Union members plus the Director and
Associate Director. The Union shall appoint Bargaining Unit Members that will provide
union voice to committees. Committee members are to be selected annually.
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Committees shall provide critical voice in evaluating areas in need of improvement and
making recommendations to each Director. Any overlap or dispute about the subject
matter jurisdiction of the participatory committees shall be resolved by each Director.
A minimum of once yearly each committee shall prepare and present a report of the
goals and progress of the committee to the entire staff of their Campus.
The committees will meet at least quarterly unless agreed upon by both parties. The
committees established by each Campus as described above may be modified at any
point during the school year upon mutual agreement of the parties.
7.4.1. The Curriculum, Instruction and Professional Development Committee shall
evaluate and recommend bell schedule, curricular design and materials, evaluate
and recommend implementation of instructional best practices, and recommend
and assist in the design of appropriate, ongoing professional support for Bargaining
Unit Members.
7.4.2. The Family and Community Engagement Committee shall support development of
strong family and community involvement in the life of students at each Campus
and seek to establish external partnerships aligned with each Campus' mission and
vision.
7.4.3. The Culturally-Relevant Education Committee shall support the idea that
education should be culturally relevant to all students. The employer may provide
resources as agreed upon by the committee for this purpose. Materials will be
ordered within 30 calendar days. Curriculum shall include, where appropriate,
information on the contributions of diverse groups, including but not limited to,
African-Americans, Latinx, Asian-Americans and other minority groups, including
LGBTQIA+, peoples of diverse socio-economic statuses and women to United States
and World history and literature; labor history; and the struggle for human rights
and gender equality in the world and United States past and present.
7.4.4. The Restorative Justice Committee shall study and make recommendations with
respect to student discipline, truancy, and school safety issues that reflect a
commitment to Restorative Justice Practices, Social Emotional Learning, Safety and
Security. The employer may provide resources as agreed upon by the committee for
this purpose. Materials will be ordered within 30 calendar days.
7.5. Hiring Committee: At least two union members may volunteer to participate in ad hoc
hiring committees at each campus for the purposes of reviewing resumes, selecting
candidates for interviews, attending interviews, and making recommendations to the
Employer for filling teaching, staff, administrative, and director positions. In the event
there are no volunteers within 2 (two) business days of request, the hiring committee
may proceed without Union members. School specific hiring practices, such as entire
departments participating in hiring activities, shall be maintained.
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7.6. Calendar Committee: Two Union members from each Campus and at least 1 director
and the CEO or his/her designee shall be the members of the Committee. The
committee shall meet prior to March 1st to discuss the school calendar, start and end
dates for staff and students, scheduling of Professional Development days and any other
non-attendance days for students and staff.

8. Article VIII - Compensation
8.1. Returning Teacher and Non-Teaching Educator Salaries: Effective with the start of the
2018-2019 school year, teacher and non-teaching educators bargaining unit employees
shall be placed on the salary schedules found in Appendix G according to their years of
experience with the employer according to their date of hire and level of education.
Bargaining unit members whose salaries currently exceed the 2018-2019 placement
shall be placed at the next highest step. For subsequent years of the contract,
Bargaining Unit Members who continue employment with the Employer shall advance
one step on the salary schedule per year on their anniversary date of hire. Bargaining
unit members whose initial placement on the salary schedule would result in less than a
$500 annual raise shall receive a one-time payment equal to the difference between the
annual raise and $500 to be paid out upon ratification.
The guaranteed minimum base salary for teachers shall be as follows:
School year 2018-2019: 93% of the CPS salary schedule for 2018-19
School year 2019-2020: 95% of the CPS salary schedule for 2018-19
School year 2020-2021: 97% of the CPS salary schedule for 2018-19
School year 2021-2022: 102% of the CPS salary schedule for 2018-19
The base salary schedule shall be adjusted annually up to a maximum of 108% of the
CPS salary schedule for 2018-19 based on funding increases as described in Article 8.10.
Lanes are determined based on the below level of education:
Lane 1: Bachelor’s degree
Lane 2: Master’s degree
Lane 3: Master’s degree plus 30 credit hours
Lane 4: Master’s degree plus 60 credit hours/Doctoral Degree
8.2. Starting Salaries: Teachers and Non-Teaching Educators new to the Employer shall be
placed on the salary schedules found in Appendix G. Up to four years of outside
teaching experience and/or other experience relevant to their non-teaching position
title, and level of education shall determine their placement on the salary schedule.
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If a newly-hired teacher is given credit for prior employment, then all incumbent
teachers with total teaching experience equal to or exceeding the prior experience
credited to the newly-hired teacher shall be placed at a step at least equal to the step
on which the newly-hired teacher is placed.
8.3. Non-Certified Teachers and Non-Certified Non-Teaching Educators: Starting with the
2019-2020 school year, teaching and non-teaching educator bargaining unit members
hired without Illinois State Board of Education shall be paid $5,000 less than the salary
that the salary schedule found in Appendix G stipulates. Upon receipt of official
confirmation of ISBE certification, the bargaining unit member’s salary shall be adjusted
by the second pay period following submission of evidence and after certification has
been updated in the ISBE tracking system.
Currently employed non-certified teaching and non-teaching educators shall receive a
$5,000 salary deduction after placement on the salary schedule found in Appendix G.
Non-certified teaching and non-teaching educators shall receive full pay as found in
Appendix G upon receipt of official confirmation of completion of ISBE certification. The
bargaining unit member’s salary shall be adjusted by the second pay period following
submission of evidence and after certification has been updated in the ISBE tracking
system.
Any current bargaining unit member who holds Illinois State Board of Education
professional licensure and their professional licensure lapses or expires shall be subject
to a $5,000 decrease in salary if certification is not renewed by September 1 following
the expiration date. Upon receipt of official confirmation of completion of ISBE
certification, the member's salary shall be adjusted by the second pay period following
submission of evidence and after certification has been updated in the Illinois State
Board of Education tracking system.
If the Employer changes a bargaining unit member's assignment to a position for which
they are not certified, the bargaining unit member shall not be subject to a reduction in
pay.
8.4. National Board Certification (NBCT): Bargaining Unit Members who obtain National
Board Certification during the Term of this agreement shall have their salaries adjusted
permanently by an increase of $3,000.
8.5. Extracurricular Pay: Bargaining Unit Members engaged in extracurricular activities
approved by the School shall be compensated as indicated in Appendix E.
8.6. Notification to the Employer for Salary Adjustments: Upon receipt of official
confirmation of completion of a master’s degree, doctoral degree, graduate or
continuing education credits, or National Board Certification relevant to the Bargaining
Unit Member’s assignment, the member shall provide official notification of degree
completion to the Employer’s Human Resources Department. Upon official notification,
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the Bargaining Unit Member’s salary shall be adjusted no later than the second pay
period following submission of evidence.
8.7. Per Diem Calculation: A Bargaining Unit Member’s daily rate of pay is calculated by
dividing the annual base salary by 260 days. Hourly rates are then calculated by dividing
the daily rate by the length of the regular workday.
8.8. Summer School Pay: Summer school shall be paid at a rate of $37.50 per hour. Summer
school sessions will consist of a minimum of 60 hours of instruction. The agreement to
take on a summer school class is voluntary on the part of the bargaining unit member.
8.9. Teaching an Additional Class: The parties agree that in the event a teacher at the high
school level agrees to cover a regularly scheduled additional class, such teacher shall be
compensated at the rate of $8,000 annually or 1/6 of the annual salary, whichever is
higher. Teachers who agree to cover a class for a partial year shall be compensated at a
fractional equivalent of the time served based on a fractional equivalent of instructional
days.
An “additional class” at the high school level shall mean an additional academic period.
The agreement to take on a regularly scheduled additional class is strictly voluntary on
the part of the teacher. Any opportunities to teach an additional class shall be posted in
accordance with Article XXIII - Vacancies.
8.10. Teacher Base Salary Schedule and Adjustments based on Per Pupil Funding: Base
teacher salary schedule below shall be increased annually and permanently by 0.75%
(relative to 100% of SY 2018-19 CPS) for each 1.00% annual increase (or portion thereof)
in state/local per pupil funding by CICS or CEP (whichever is higher).
If the annual per pupil funding increase described above is 3.00% or more, the base
teacher salary schedule will be increased annually and permanently by 0.85% (relative
to 100% of SY 2018-19 CPS) for each 1.00% annual increase (or portion thereof).
Cap teacher compensation at 108% of SY 2018-19 CPS. Adjustment applied starting with
2019-20 school year.
Year

18-19
93% with
Base salary
retro pay to
schedule
8/13/19

19-20

20-21

21-22

95%*

97%*

102%*

* Subject to annual upward adjustment based on increased annual per pupil funding.
(Example: If CICS annual per pupil funding increases 2% for SY 2019-20, and is greater
than CEP annual increase, the base teacher salary schedule shall be increased by 1.5%,
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so that SY19-20 is 96.5%, SY 20-21 is 98.5%, and SY 21-22 is 103.5% of CPS. If CICS
annual per pupil funding increases 4% for SY 2019-20, and is greater than CEP annual
increase, the base teacher salary schedule shall be increased by 1.7%, so that SY 19-20 is
96.7%, SY20-21 is 98.7%, and SY 21-22 is 103.7%. Subsequent annual-increases are
added to the corresponding year and future year, up to a maximum of 108%.)
The balance of additional annual per pupil funding (exclusive of management fees and
teacher salary portion) shall be utilized for direct school costs.
The Parties agree that the documents to be provided to the Union shall include
Appendix F – Incremental Salary Adjustment Worksheet. The Employer will provide
annual calculations and supporting documents to Union by February 20, and the parties
shall promptly meet to seek agreement on the annual adjustment.
8.11.Paraprofessional and School Related Personnel Bargaining Unit Members’ salaries:
8.11.1. Effective with the start of the 2018-2019 school year, Paraprofessional and
School Related Personnel (PSRP) bargaining unit employees, with the exception of
office managers and classroom helpers, shall be placed on the salary schedules
found in Appendix I according to their years of experience with the employer
according to their date of hire. Years of experience with the employer shall include
all years of service at any of the Employers’ schools, even if there has been a break
of service. Bargaining unit members whose salaries currently exceed the 2018-2019
placement shall be placed at the next highest step.
8.11.2. PSRP bargaining unit members with a Bachelor’s or more advanced degree shall
then be advanced an additional step after their initial placement under 8.11.1.
8.11.3. Bargaining unit members whose initial placement on the salary schedule after
8.11.1 and 8.11.2 would result in less than a $500 annual raise shall receive a onetime payment equal to the difference between the annual raise and $500 to be paid
out upon ratification. Additionally, they will be placed in the second year of their
step if it is a 2-year step.
8.11.4. For subsequent years of the contract, Bargaining Unit Members who continue
employment with the Employer shall advance one year on the salary schedule on
their anniversary date of hire, beginning from their initial placement determined by
8.11.1, 8.11.2 and 8.11.3 above.
8.11.5. Starting Salaries: PSRP bargaining unit members new to the Employer shall be
placed on the salary schedules found in Appendix I. Up to two (2) years of outside
experience relevant to their position shall determine their placement on the salary
schedule. New employees with a Bachelor’s or more advanced degree shall then be
advanced an additional step.
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8.11.6. PSRP bargaining unit members who subsequently obtain a Bachelor’s degree
shall thereupon be advanced an additional step.
8.11.7. Office Managers: Effective with the start of the 2018-2019 school year, Office
Managers in the bargaining unit shall be placed on the salary schedules found in
Appendix J using the same criteria established in 8.11.1 through 8.11.6 above.
8.11.8. Classroom Helpers: Effective with the start of the 2018-2019 school year,
Classroom Helpers shall receive a wage of $15.00 per hour. In subsequent years, this
hourly rate shall be adjusted as follows:
School Year

Percent Adjustment

Wage per Hour

2018-2019

n/a

$15.00

2019-2020

2 % increase

$15.30

2020-2021

2 % increase

$15.61

2021-2022

5 % increase

$16.39

9. Article IX - Fringe Benefits
9.1. Healthcare Benefits: For eligible Bargaining Unit Members who elect to participate in
the Employer’s benefits plan, which plan is subject to all the terms and conditions of the
plan documents, the Employer shall pay the following amounts:
● 80% of the employee only premium for healthcare insurance;
● 60% of the monthly premium for employee and children, employee and
spouse, and employee spouse and children healthcare coverage;
● 90% of the employee premium for vision and dental insurance; and
● 100% of the of the individual Bargaining Unit Member's premium for basic
life insurance, AD&D insurance, and LTD insurance.
Full-time Bargaining Unit Members are eligible for the benefit program on the first day
of the month after completing 30 days of employment. Part-time Bargaining Unit
Members whose workload exceeds 20 hours shall be eligible for benefits on the same
terms as full-time Bargaining Unit Members. The Employer reserves the right to change
any benefit provider but must notify the Union 30 days prior to any change in benefit
provider and impact bargain the change. The Employer shall not change health care plan
design in a manner that increases cost without agreement from the Union. The
Employer agrees to participate in a CTU-ACTS healthcare committee that shall meet no
less than two times a year to explore possibilities to secure healthcare savings.
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9.2. Chicago Teacher Pension Fund: The Employer shall abide by the Illinois Pension Code
with respect to employer contributions to the Chicago Teachers’ Pension Fund (“CTPF”)
for licensed teachers, paraprofessionals, and other licensed staff
9.2.1. With respect to the legally required employee contribution for licensed teachers
and paraprofessionals of 9% of annual salary, the Employer shall pick up for each
licensed teacher and paraprofessional a sum equal to 7% of the licensed teacher’s
salary for CTPF to be applied to the retirement account of each such employee (not
the survivors’ annuity account). Licensed teachers and paraprofessionals shall only
be responsible for the remaining 2% employee contribution, which the Employer
shall make via payroll deduction.
9.2.2. The licensed teacher or paraprofessional shall have no right or claim to the funds
so picked up, except as they may subsequently become available upon retirement or
resignation from a CTPF eligible school.
9.3. Retirement Account Contributions: All full-time bargaining unit members are eligible to
participate in the Employer’s voluntary retirement savings program, subject to the
terms of the plan.
9.3.1. Bargaining Unit Employees who are not Licensed Teachers and Additional
Unlicensed Staff: The Employer shall make contributions to a 401(k) or 403(b)
account on behalf of bargaining unit members who are not Licensed Teachers or any
other unlicensed staff at percentages of annual employee salary equal to the
employer contribution and pension pick-up made on behalf of licensed teachers
covered by this Agreement to CTPF. Bargaining Unit members who chose to
contribute at least 2% will receive the employer match of 7%.
9.3.2. Employees covered by this section may opt to make additional employee
contributions to their retirement accounts. The Employer shall deduct such
voluntary employee contributions as a payroll deduction and deposit them to the
employee’s retirement account only upon written authorization from the employee.

10. Article X - Working Conditions
10.1. Job Descriptions: Bargaining Unit Members shall be provided with a job description
upon being hired, which may be updated from time-to-time as appropriate in the
School's discretion and based upon input from Bargaining Unit Members. Updated job
descriptions will be re-distributed to affected members upon completion of revisions.
Job descriptions shall define Bargaining Unit Members' responsibilities and delineate
lines of authority and reporting relationships.
10.2. Work Year: Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, the work year for bargaining
unit members shall be one hundred ninety (190) days, which shall consist of one
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hundred eighty (180) days of student attendance and 10 professional development
days. Parent teacher conference days shall be included in the 10 professional
development days. Bargaining unit members shall also receive no fewer than ten (10)
calendar days of winter break, no fewer than five (5) calendar days of spring break, and
two (2) days of Thanksgiving break.
New Teaching and Non-Teaching Educator Bargaining Unit Members, including any prior
employees who were hired after October 1, may be asked to attend up to an additional
three induction Teacher Professional Development Days.
All newly-hired paraprofessionals will receive a one-day orientation/training at the
beginning of employment. If hired before the start of the school year it will be included
with PD.
Office Manager and Receptionist positions shall be 52-week positions.
To accommodate the Muslim student population, Eid will be a student non-attendance
day.
10.3. Holidays: All full-time bargaining unit employees are entitled to the holidays listed
below:
Labor Day
Indigenous Peoples Day
Veterans’ Day
Thanksgiving Day & Day After
Christmas Eve & Day
New Year’s Eve & Day
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Presidents Day
Memorial Day
10.4. Parent-Teacher Conference Days: There shall be two parent teacher conference days
each academic year. The Employer shall not schedule additional parent teacher
conference days beyond the two stipulated in this article. The schedule for these days
shall be:
●
●
●
●

Minimum of 90, with no more than 120 minutes, of teacher-directed work time
Minimum of 45 minutes for lunch or dinner
Maximum of 5 hours of conference time
All conferences shall be completed no later than 7:00 PM

Expectations for PSRPs on these days can be found in section 10.19.11.
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10.5. Early Dismissal Days: The day prior to Thanksgiving, winter break, and spring break
shall be scheduled as a half day (noon dismissal) for students, and teachers shall be able
to leave work fifteen minutes after students are dismissed.
10.6. Limited Individual Early Release: In the case of an emergent, urgent or important
matter, the Employer will grant limited early release opportunities. In such cases,
Bargaining Unit Members may leave at 3:30 PM up to 3 (three) times per school year. In
order to have permission to leave prior to 3:45 PM, the Member must notify the
Director or designee and office manager and receive acknowledgement of receipt of the
request.
In the case of an emergent, urgent, or important matter, Bargaining Unit Members may
leave up to 1 (one) hour prior to the end of the school day once per school year. In order
to be able to leave early, the Bargaining Unit Member must have secured his/her own
coverage for his/her class or responsibility. Additionally, the Bargaining Unit Member
must notify the Director or designee and office manager prior to leaving with
information on what class or responsibility is being missed and the employee must
provide the coverage information for this class or responsibility. The Director or
designee or office manager must confirm receipt of this communication.
Substitute coverage arranged with a Bargaining Unit Member and by a Bargaining Unit
Member is not compensated and is strictly voluntary. Please note that school substitute
needs must be fulfilled first and will take precedence over substitute coverage for early
release.
10.7. Standard Work Day: Except with regard to meetings required by this Agreement, the
standard workday for Bargaining Unit Members shall be seven hours and forty-five
minutes.
10.8. Required Meetings: At the School's discretion, Bargaining Unit Members must remain
beyond the standard workday for a faculty meeting to discuss urgent or emergency
issues for a period of time not to exceed forty-five minutes per meeting a maximum of
three (3) times a year. Absent a legitimate reason for failing to provide notice,
Bargaining Unit Members shall be entitled to five days' notice for all meetings beyond
the standard workday.
10.9. Bell Schedule Vote: Every other year beginning with a vote for the 2019-2020 school
year, bargaining unit members will vote whether to keep the current bell schedule or to
change it. The vote will take place in January to decide the schedule for the following
school year. If a majority of voting bargaining unit members vote to change the bell
schedule, a committee will be established to create alternate schedules. The committee
will develop alternative schedule options and present them to staff. In February,
bargaining unit members will vote on the proposals. The schedule with the highest
percentage of votes will be the new schedule.
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10.9.1. High school committee: The committee will consist of one bargaining unit
member from each department, one paraprofessional and an equal number of
school administrators. All bargaining unit members serving on the committee shall
be chosen by the union.
10.9.2. Elementary school committee: The committee will consist of two bargaining unit
members chosen by the union from primary grades, two members from
intermediate grades, two from the junior high grades, one member from the
specials team, one paraprofessional and an equal amount of school administrators.
All bargaining unit members serving on the committee shall be chosen by the union.
10.10.School Events: Each school year, teachers and non-teaching educators shall attend up
to four (4) important school events that occur outside of the Instructional Day. Examples
of such events include but are not limited to graduation day, open house, and school
dances. Administration shall post (paper or electronically) all known events with dates
and times noted at the beginning of the school year and have Bargaining Unit Members
rank the events by priority and then assign events based upon these ratings and
constraints that include the number of interested parties and the number of team
members needed. If a Bargaining Unit Member has an unavoidable family obligation or
an unforeseeable and emergent situation that would prevent attendance at a scheduled
event, exceptions to attendance or time of attendance may be made with Director
approval. Bargaining unit members who receive a stipend for a school event cannot
count participation in the event as one of their additional events, except with Director
Approval. In the event that a pre-scheduled event is moved to a different day or an
extended length of time, assigned staff who can no longer attend will be given
alternative duty options with similar time requirement or they will be exempted from
the event requirement. For example, if a weekday event is shifted to the weekend, staff
can switch to a weekday event.
10.11. Reimbursement: Bargaining unit members shall be trained on the Employer’s
reimbursement policies and procedures within thirty calendar days of the start of the
teachers’ work year or thirty calendar days after the date of hire of a new employee. If
the procedures change during the year, updated training will be provided to staff within
two weeks of implementation.
The School will reimburse reasonable expenses incurred by any Bargaining Unit Member
pursuant to its general policy regarding expense reimbursement.
10.12. Instructional Resources: The Employer will maintain a centralized electronic
resource bank that Bargaining Unit Members, at their own discretion, may utilize to
support their instruction.
10.13. Intellectual Property: Bargaining unit members shall own and may use their own
lesson plans, assessments, and instructional materials developed while employed by the
Employer, without being deemed in violation of any employment agreement with the
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Employer. When separation of employment occurs, for any reason, upon request,
bargaining unit members shall be provided with 45 minutes to access and collect any
personal belongings and/or electronic files that the employee created or maintained.
The Employer may also continue to use these products after the Bargaining Unit
Member has separated from the school, but may not profit from the sale of these
products to any other entity.
10.14. Academic Freedom: It is the intent of the parties to assure that Bargaining Unit
Members enjoy academic freedom in the Schools. Academic freedom shall mean that
Bargaining Unit Members are free to present instructional materials which are pertinent
to the subject and level taught, within the outlines of appropriate course content and
within the planned instructional program. Bargaining Unit Members shall be free to use
their own materials and methods of instruction based on knowledge of students and
area(s) of expertise. Academic freedom shall also mean that Bargaining Unit Members
shall be entitled to freedom of discussion within the classroom on all matters which are
relevant to the subject matter under study and within their areas of professional
competence, assuming that all facts concerning controversial issues shall be presented
in a scholarly and objective manner, and assuming that all discussion shall be
maintained within the outlines of appropriate course content, be pedagogically
justifiable, and be subject to the standards of good taste.
Nothing in this Agreement is intended to or shall have the effect of inhibiting or limiting
the right of any Bargaining Unit Members member from expressing, in a professional
manner, his or her views with respect to any educational matter relating to the Schools.
10.15. Teacher Working Conditions: The following conditions will apply to teachers, and to
other bargaining unit members when noted:
10.15.1. Coaching for Teachers: Teachers shall be required to attend no more than the
following number of coaching sessions based on provisional status and number of
years employed by the Employer.
Teachers in Tier 1 and 2 of the Evaluation System shall be required to attend no
more than one coaching session per week unless an intervention plan or support
plan requires additional coaching.
Teachers in Tier 3 of the evaluation system shall be required to attend no more than
one coaching session per month, unless an intervention plan or support plan
requires additional coaching.
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Summary chart:

Maximum
Frequency of
Coaching

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

(1-2 years with CEP)

(3-4 years with CEP)

(5+ years with CEP)

Once per week

Once per week

Once per month

10.15.2.Teaching load/Instructional minutes:
10.15.2.1. Elementary: At the elementary level, teachers shall have no more than
one thousand six hundred fifty-five (1655) minutes of instruction per week. This
amount may be increased up to one thousand seven hundred and fifty (1,750)
minutes per week only with staff approval via bell schedule vote as set forth in
this article.
10.15.2.2. High school: At the high school level, teachers shall have no more than
one thousand three hundred and ten (1310) minutes of instruction per week.
This amount may be increased up to one thousand five hundred (1,500) minutes
per week only with staff approval via the bell schedule vote as set forth in this
article.
10.15.3. Non-Instructional Classroom Supervision: Non-Instructional classroom
supervision is defined as work done by High School teachers during Academic Lab,
Academic Advisory, Advisory and Warrior. Lunch duty, morning greeting, dismissal
duty, and hallway duty are not examples of non-instructional classroom supervision
and teachers shall not be required to carry out these duties. Teachers shall have no
more than three hundred (300) minutes of non-instructional classroom supervision
minutes per week.
10.15.4. Lunch: Teacher and Non-Teaching Educator Bargaining Unit Members shall, at
minimum, have a continuous 45-minute duty-free lunch period concurrent with
student lunches. Union members at individual schools have the option to waive this
provision through a vote of the union members to allow for less duty-free lunch
time, not to fall below a continuous 26 minutes. The Bell Schedule Committee may
propose a waiver option according to the provisions of 10.9.
10.15.5. Planning Periods: Except on partial instructional days, all teachers shall have a
scheduled continuous planning period of not less than forty-five minutes daily that
shall be used for classroom and instructional preparation.
Elementary school teachers shall have no less than 275 minutes of
planning/preparation time per week.
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High school teachers shall have no less than 410 minutes of planning/preparation
time per week.
Planning periods that are not used for meetings or coaching as outlined below will
be duty-free and self-directed.
10.15.5.1. Elementary Meetings: At the elementary school level, one planning and
preparation period weekly may be directed by the School Director and used for
collaborative team meetings, department meetings, or another form of
professional learning that supports classroom and instructional preparation. If
there is additional time left at the conclusion of an elementary meeting, the
remaining time shall be self-directed by the bargaining unit members. On partial
instructional days when teachers are not released early, teachers shall have a
planning period of thirty minutes per day with the remaining fifteen minutes
scheduled in the afternoon after students are released.
10.15.5.2. High School meetings: At the High School level, two planning and
preparation meetings weekly may be used for collaborative team meetings as
defined by course team members. Up to one of these planning and preparation
periods monthly may be used for administrator led meetings, department
meetings, or another form of professional learning that supports classroom and
instructional preparation. If there is additional time left at the conclusion of a
collaborative meeting, the remaining time shall be self-directed by the
bargaining unit members. On partial instructional days when teachers are not
released early, teachers shall have a planning period of thirty minutes per day
while students are in session, with the remaining fifteen minutes scheduled in
the afternoon after students are released.
10.15.6.Teaching Assignments & Preps: A prep is defined as the work required to
prepare for a class that is unique in content, curriculum or level. Non-instructional
classroom supervision does not count towards a teacher’s total number of preps.
Provisional teachers will not be given more than two preps per semester; however if
it is necessary for a provisional teacher to have more than two preps then they will
be in the same content area. Non-provisional teachers will not be given more than
four preps per semester.
10.15.7. Teaching Assignments for Next Year: Initial teaching assignments shall be
shared with Bargaining Unit Members by June 1 with the understanding that
assignments are not final.
10.15.8. Teacher Schedule Changes: After September 15, if a teacher’s schedule
changes in a significant way (i.e. change in content area, grade level or academic
level that impacts over 40% of the teacher’s course load), the teacher shall be given
five instructional days of notice prior to such change taking place. Within the five-
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day period, the teacher shall receive a minimum of eight (8) additional hours of
planning and preparation time.
10.15.9. Lesson Plans: Teachers at all schools shall use the medium defined by the Joint
Committee to upload lesson plans throughout the year. Lesson plans shall only be
required to contain components laid out in Appendix A, section E.1.3. Lesson plans
will be posted before the lesson occurs.
10.15.10. Class Size: Effective School Year 2019-20, class size shall not exceed 28
students per class per content teacher, with the exception of Academic
Lab. Academic lab shall not exceed 32 students per teacher or administrator in the
room. The Employer shall take the following steps to implement this Article:
Class size for elementary and high school classes shall not exceed 30 students nor
the number of students for which relevant educational equipment is available in the
classroom.
The above limitation shall not apply with respect to students in temporary living
situations where the Employer is otherwise unable to reprogram classes to comply
with class size limits.
10.15.10.1. Elementary: At the elementary level, the Employer shall not enroll any
new students where the grade level would exceed 28 students per class per
grade level. Classrooms over the class size limits described in this article that
cannot be reprogramed to comply with the class size limits, shall be allowed to
remain over the limit until any students attrit out of the class until the limits are
met.
If a classroom size exceeds 28 students by the 10 th day of student enrollment, or
thereafter, the Employer shall assign a classroom PSRP to each over-enrolled
classroom for the academic year unless the classroom already has two SPED
Paraprofessionals assigned to the classroom.
10.15.10.2. High School: At the high school level, the Employer shall not schedule
more than 28 students in any classroom. If on the tenth day of attendance each
semester any class size exceeds 28, the Employer shall transfer the excess
students to another classroom by the 20th day of attendance.
If by the 20th day of attendance or thereafter, each semester, any classroom
exceeds 28 students, the teacher shall be paid a $500 stipend for the semester
per class exceeding 28 students.
10.15.11. Special Education Class Size: The class size in special education classes shall be
in accordance with the guidelines established by the Rules and Regulations of the
State Board of Education, codified at 23 Ill. Admin. Code 2-26.730(b) and (c), which
can be found in Appendix D.
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10.15.12. Class Roster Feedback: Class rosters shall be shared with all Bargaining Unit
Members during the PD days at the start of the school year and a designated
window of time no less than 90 minutes will be made available for teachers to bring
scheduling concerns and/or issues to a Director or designee for potential resolution
prior to the first day of classes. Throughout the school year, a teacher may request a
meeting to bring concerns about roster changes or urgent or emergent issues to
their administrator at any time. At this meeting, the teacher and administrator will
collaborate to formulate possible solutions to resolve the issues in question. After
exhausting all possibilities at the campus level, if the teacher is still not satisfied with
the result, s/he may request a meeting with the administrator and the CEO in an
attempt to further resolve the issue.
10.15.13. ELL Student Responsibilities: Crucial information about ELLs shall be
distributed to teachers within the first week of school or as it becomes available.
For each Bargaining Unit Member, this information shall include student name, ELL
proficiency levels, ACCESS score data, classroom intervention recommendations,
and a contact person for ELL support.
10.15.14. Internal Substitute Teaching: Internal substitution is defined as one teacher
covering a class or duty for another Bargaining Unit Member in lieu of a planning
period or an assigned academic lab. No Bargaining Unit Member shall be required to
perform internal substitution during a planning period; however, Bargaining Unit
Members may volunteer to substitute for any period during which they are not
already assigned a class. Bargaining Unit Members who volunteer to provide a full
class period of internal substituting shall be compensated at their hourly rate. The
Director shall give teachers a 24-hour notice of substitution assignments whenever
practicable. Substituting in lieu of an assigned academic lab shall not entitle any
Bargaining Unit Member to compensatory time.
10.16.Special Education Teachers, Counselors, and Social Workers’ Working Conditions:
The parties agree that collaboration between social workers, counselors, special
education teachers and general education teachers is in the best interest of all students.
To facilitate this collaboration, CTU and the Employer agree to the following provisions:
10.16.1. SPED Teacher Academic Lab Exclusion: High School special education teachers
may be released from an assigned academic lab, to allow additional time to work
with students on their caseload and to progress monitor.
10.16.2. Formal Observations for SPED Teachers: Administrators responsible for
evaluating special education teachers shall be PEL endorsed for special education or
have completed additional training on applying Framework for Teaching for
evaluating teachers of Special Education. CEP will provide a list of these qualified
administrators to the union by September 15th of every year.
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10.16.3. SPED Teacher Classroom Setup: Special Education teachers, coaches and/or
administrators will collaborate for the best classroom environment to meet the
needs of the students whose primary support occurs in a resource setting.
10.16.4. SPED Teacher Assignment: To the extent possible, Special Education teachers
shall be given their teaching assignments for the following school year at the end of
the current school year, with the understanding that assignments may change due
to enrollment.
10.16.5. SPED Teacher and Social Worker Consultation: Recognizing that special
education teachers and social workers have unique knowledge and insight into their
students’ needs, these members shall have the opportunity to provide input on
student assignments.
10.16.6. Student Discipline: To the extent possible, Special Education teachers,
Counselors, and Social Workers shall be informed of and have the opportunity to
provide input into all disciplinary decisions regarding students on his/her caseload.
When applicable, Counselors and Social Workers will be invited to meetings held
between deans, students, and parents where Discipline Agreements are drafted,
reviewed, and signed.
10.16.7. SPED Teacher and Social Worker Release Time: Special Education teachers and
Social Workers shall be granted a minimum of eight (8) hours per month for IEP
preparation or collaboration with general education peers focused on curriculum
modifications, differentiated instructional strategies, and assessment/progress
monitoring to meet the needs of students with IEPs. Release time may be
incorporated into professional development time or by dividing the time into smaller
increments during the instructional day (for example, early release days, release of
some academic lab periods, time during staff development days, etc.).
10.16.8. Counselor and Social Worker Duties: In programming and directing the work of
a counselor and social worker, a director shall assign duties to the counselor and
social worker that are consistent with the recommendations of the American School
Counselor Association and National Association of Social Workers. As such, in order
to maximize counselor and social workers’ time working with their caseload,
counselors and social workers will not be required to act as advisors, exam proctors,
hallway monitors, or substitute teachers and shall not be assigned an academic lab.
10.16.9. Counselor Caseload: The Employer shall maintain for the duration of this
Agreement the following minimum number of bargaining unit positions at each
campus:

• Northtown: three (3) counselors;
• Ellison: one (1) counselor;
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• Wrightwood: one (1) counselor; and
• ChicagoQuest: one (0.6) counselor.
The employer agrees to maintain the counselor positions listed above at schools for
duration of contract. If student enrollment at any campus decreases from school
year 2018-2019 levels by 15% then the parties agree to staff counselors at a ratio of
1:350 inclusive of incremental positions. At such time that per pupil funding
increases by 5% over school year 2018-2019 funding the employer will maintain one
full time counselor at Chicago Quest for the duration of the agreement.
10.16.10. Social Worker Caseload: Each high school social worker will provide services to
no more than 500 students and provide IEP social work minutes to a maximum of
100 students. Each elementary school counselor will be assigned no more students
on his/her caseload. Each elementary school social worker will provide services to no
more than 800 students and provide IEP social work minutes to a maximum of 100
students. All social worker positions shall be full-time positions assigned to one
school.
10.16.11. Counselor and Social Worker Orientation & Professional Development: A
professional orientation meeting for counselors and social workers shall be held
once each year during the regular school day. Management shall also conduct one
annual staff development workshop for counselors and social workers to review the
duties and responsibilities of counselors and social workers. School administrators
shall schedule beginning of the year activities that require counselor and social
worker involvement so that said activities do not prevent counselors and social
workers from attending beginning of the school year all staff orientation and
professional development. Management shall provide counselors and social workers
with release time for professional development specific to counseling and social
work during the school day and year.
10.16.12. Social Workers and Counselors Increment Payment: Since Social Workers and
Counselors do not have a dedicated collaboration or prep period, school social
workers and counselors shall receive one additional PTO day.
10.16.13. Coaching for NTEs: Non-Teaching Educators shall be required to attend no
more than the following number of coaching sessions based on provisional status
and number of years employed by the Employer.
Non-Teaching Educators in Tier 1 of the Evaluation System shall be required to
attend no more than one coaching session per week unless an intervention plan or
support plan requires additional coaching.
Non-Teaching Educators in Tier 2 of the evaluation system shall be required to
attend no more than one coaching session per month, unless an intervention plan or
support plan requires additional coaching.
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Summary chart:
Tier 1 (1-2 years with CEP)

Tier 2 (3+ years with CEP)

Once per week

Once per month

Maximum Frequency
of coaching

10.17. Librarian Working Conditions:
10.17.1. Assignment of Additional Library Clerical Help: The needs of the students shall
be taken into consideration when determining the priority for assignment of
additional library clerical help in high schools and elementary schools.
10.17.2. Use of Library Facilities: If the school library facilities are to be used when the
teacher-librarian is absent from the premises, guidelines for their use which are not
in conflict with the Employer’s policy shall be established by the librarian and the
director.
10.17.3. Workshops and In-Service Meetings: Librarians shall be allowed to choose, with
Director approval, one off-site workshop or in-service meeting to attend at no cost
to the employee.
10.17.4. High School-Wide Library Program: The professional high school library staff in
conjunction with the faculty and administration shall plan and implement a schoolwide library program.
10.17.5. High School Curriculum Committees: A librarian shall have the option to be a
participant on any active school curriculum committees.
10.17.6. Clerical Assistants: Clerical assistants in the schools shall not replace teacherlibrarians in class instruction or library administration.
10.17.7. Assignment of Duties: In programming and directing the work of a librarian, a
director shall endeavor to assign duties to the librarian that are consistent with the
recommendations of the American Library Association and the American Association
of School Librarians. As such, librarians will not be required to act as advisors or
substitute teachers.
10.18. Nursing Staffing Ratios: The Employer shall maintain nursing staff ratios in
compliance with CPS Related Service Provider allocations.
10.19. Paraprofessional and School-Related Personnel Working Conditions: Except where
otherwise provided in this agreement, the following terms and conditions of work and
rights shall apply to bargaining unit members assigned to instructional PSRP
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classifications (including Paraprofessionals, Instructional Assistants, Proctors, Aides, and
Classroom Helpers) Office Manager, Receptionist and Culture Specialists:
10.19.1. Instructional PSRP categories: Instructional PSRPs are understood to be divided
into two (2) categories:
(1) Special Education PSRPs: PSRPs who work with students who have
Individualized Education Programs (“IEP’s”), 504 Plan, or are otherwise
provided or required to have paraprofessional support.
(2) Classroom PSRPs: PSRPs assigned to a specific classroom or grade-level (e.g.
Kindergarten PSRP).
10.19.2. Proctoring: Instructional PSRPs can be assigned as Proctors for individual
classrooms that have online learning curriculum.
10.19.3. Substitute Teaching: No Instructional and Culture PSRP shall be used as a
substitute teacher unless he or she volunteers to perform the services of a
substitute teacher. Office Managers and Receptionist shall not provide substitute
services. PSRPs shall serve as substitutes only in circumstances requiring temporary
emergency supervisory duty for the welfare of students or the safety of school
operations. If substitute duty exceeds sixty (60) minutes, the affected PSRP shall be
compensated at their hourly rate each additional hour of duty completed in addition
to their current salary (i.e. double time).
10.19.4. Supervising Substitute Teachers: Instructional and Culture PSRPs shall not be
used to organize, orient, direct, or otherwise supervise substitute teachers. PSRPs
shall not be responsible for organizing sub plans for any teacher.
10.19.5. Serving as a Translator: PSRPs may only be used as translators or interpreters if
they volunteer or receive a stipend to do so.
10.19.6. Student IEPs: All PSRPs shall be provided with an electronic and/or a printed
copy of any applicable IEPs for students on their caseload provided that such IEPs
contain information the Employer determines to be necessary to perform the PSRPs
role.
10.19.7. Professional Development: The Employer and the Union recognize the value of
professional development. PSRPs shall be present at relevant and differentiated
professional development, as directed by their supervisor and may follow the
Employer’s policies in requesting additional or external professional development.
Culture PSRPs shall receive annual professional development on restorative justices
and de-escalation (including safe restraint training) before the beginning of the
instructional year or within three weeks of hire.
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10.19.8. Lunch: PSRP Bargaining Unit Members shall, at minimum, have a continuous
30-minute duty-free lunch period.
10.19.9. Preparation Periods for Instructional PSRPs: Dedicated preparation time for
Instructional PSRPs shall include a minimum of 40 minutes of uninterrupted noninstructional time during the workday excluding professional development and staff
meeting times. Dedicated planning time shall not be used for personal business.
Instructional PSRPs who proctor four or more classes per semester shall receive the
same lunch and preparation periods as teachers.
10.19.10. Relief Periods for Office and Culture PSRPs: Office and Culture PSRPs shall
receive a 20-minute relief period during the morning and a 20-minute relief period
during the afternoon.
10.19.11. Parent-Teacher Conferences:
10.19.11.1. Classroom PSRPs will be required to be present at the meetings of the
classrooms they support. If a classroom PSRPs is assigned to more than one
classroom, the Director and the PSRP shall discuss which classroom Parent
Teacher Conference they will attend.
10.19.11.2. Special Education PSRPs shall endeavor, whenever possible, to meet
with the parent or guardian of all students that comprise their caseload.
10.19.12. Non-Instructional Classroom Supervision: Non-Instructional classroom
supervision is defined as work done by High School PSRPs during Academic Lab,
Academic Advisory, Advisory and Warrior. Lunch duty, morning greeting, dismissal
duty, and hallway duty are not examples of non-instructional classroom supervision.
PSRPs shall have no more than three hundred (300) minutes of non-instructional
classroom supervision minutes per week.
10.19.13. Administration of Medication: No PSRP shall be required to administer
medication or to perform duties relating to medical treatment.
10.19.14. Work Space: The Employer shall provide adequate work space for all PSRPs,
including those assigned to multiple campuses, appropriate to their job duties. The
work space shall include, at minimum, access to a desk, chair, secure space for
personal belongings, access to a computer, working copiers, printers and
telephones.
11. Article XI - Leaves
11.1. Paid Time Off: Bargaining Unit Members shall have 12 Paid Time Off (PTO) Days per
year. Six shall be granted on their first workday of each school year for non-provisional
members. The remaining six shall be granted on the first day of the second semester.
Provisional members shall receive 6 days on September 1 and the remaining 6 on the
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first day of the second semester. The Employer shall not require an employee to
disclose the purpose for taking PTO days. Midyear hires shall be granted PTO days on a
pro rata basis based upon their date of hire. PTO days may be used in increments of four
(4) or eight (8) hours. PTO may be used in two (2) hours increments with prior written
approval by School Director.
11.1.1. Unused PTO: Members may donate unused PTO days and sick leave days to
other members at any point during the year. On the day following the last
Instructional Day of each school year, any unused paid time off days shall be
automatically converted into sick days, which may accumulate from year to year up
to 60 days. Six sick leave days per year shall be available for use by the employee for
illness if all current PTO time has been exhausted, provided that the school shall be
entitled upon request to a medical-care provider’s verification of such illness. Sick
leave days shall also be available for use for any other unpaid days during FMLA
leave.
11.1.2. Extra PTO in Exceptional Circumstances: The Employer may grant up to three (3)
PTO days per school year to any Bargaining Unit Member who has exhausted all
available paid time off for unusual and unforeseeable circumstances, but only with
prior notice by the Bargaining Unit Member and approval by the Chief People Office
(or equivalent) with the Employer.
11.1.3. Emergency Unpaid Leave: A Bargaining Unit Member who has exhausted all paid
time off and has no available PTO days may request an unpaid emergency leave due
to an unusual and unforeseeable event that legitimately requires the Bargaining Unit
Member to miss work, provided that the decision on whether to grant any
additional paid or unpaid time off shall be in the sole discretion of the Chief People
Officer (or equivalent). If any request for use of PTO under this Article is denied, the
Bargaining Unit Member may appeal in writing to the CEO of the Employer within
five business days of denial by the Chief People Officer (or equivalent). The CEO will
return an appeal decision within two business days.
11.2. CTPF Time Reporting: When a Bargaining Unit Member with a valid teaching license
separates from the school for any reason, all banked and unused Sick days shall be
reported to the CTPF pension system.
11.3. Black-Out Days for Paid Time Off: In the interest of maintaining the highest level of
teaching and learning on the Campuses, certain days of the school year shall not be
available for paid time off and shall be considered to be "black-out days". The total
maximum number of black-out days in any work year shall not exceed ten (10). Such
black-out days shall be set each year by management and communicated to staff via the
annual school calendar and in Paycom.
11.3.1. Exceptions to Black-Out Days: Because serious illnesses, serious family
emergencies or other emergent situations may require a Bargaining Unit Member to
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request time off on a black-out day, the following procedures and considerations
shall apply to any such request. Bargaining Unit Members with accrued paid time off
or banked sick leave days may request the use of such days, provided that the
Bargaining Unit Member shall be required to provide as much written notice as is
possible to the School's Chief People Officer (or equivalent) on the required request
form, including (a) the reason for request, (b) an affirmative statement of the reason
that the Bargaining Unit Member cannot attend and, if less than two-weeks' notice
is provided, the reason that a lack of more notice was impossible. A Bargaining Unit
Member's serious illness may be a legitimate reason for requesting an exception
under this Section, provided that the School shall be entitled upon its request to a
medical-care provider's verification of such illness.
11.4. Bereavement Absences: Bargaining Unit Members shall be given up to five days of
paid absence in case of a death in their immediate family. Immediate family includes
any parent, foster parent, Employer-registered domestic partner, child, brother, sister,
mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandmother, grandfather or grandchild. Bereavement
days do not need to be taken consecutively or immediately following the death. The
days may be used later in the year to resolve matters pertaining the family member’s
death.
11.5. FMLA: The employer agrees to abide by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) of
1993 and its regulations, and the state law and its regulations, for all eligible employees
in the bargaining unit. Bargaining Unit Members who are eligible for Family Medical
Leave Act leave shall be subject to and follow the policy and procedures published in the
Employer’s handbook and in the Agreement.
11.5.1. Definition of Family Members: In addition to the leave rights provided by the
FMLA (care for a child, spouse, or parent), employees shall be permitted up to 12
unpaid weeks of leave per year to care for a family member for whom they can
provide documentation that they are the primary care giver.
11.5.2. Intermittent Leave for Child Rearing: Employees taking FMLA newborn-care,
adoption, and foster-placement leave shall be allowed to take leave on an
intermittent or reduced-schedule basis.
11.5.3. Utilizing Banked PTO Leave: Unless requested by the employee, the employer
shall not substitute any of the employee’s current or banked PTO days during leave
taken pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act. Employees shall be allowed to
use banked and accrued PTO days during approved new-child leaves or during any
absence in which the employee is caring for a family member who has a serious
health condition.
11.5.4. Position Upon Returning to Work: The Employer shall reassign employees
returning from FMLA leave to their original positions. Assignment to an equivalent
position is permitted only if the original position no longer exists.
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11.6. Teacher & Non-Teaching Educator Maternity/Paternity Leave: Concurrent with
FMLA, Employer agrees to provide employee with 100% of their salary for one week
immediately following the birth of employee’s child or the placement of a child with
employee for adoption or foster care.
11.7. PSRP Maternity/Paternity Leave:
11.7.1. Bargaining Unit Members without Short Term Disability Insurance: In connection
with the birth and care of a child or the placement and care of a child with the
employee for adoption or foster care, a bargaining unit member who has not elected
Short Term Disability Insurance may use up to 100% of their available banked PTO
time. Once all of a member’s elected PTO has been exhausted, the member will
receive 60% of his/her weekly salary for up to six weeks or through the end of the
FMLA Period, whichever comes first. Time away in excess of twelve weeks will not
be compensated by the Employer, though may be covered by the member’s Long
Term Disability coverage. See LTD plan design for specific details.
11.7.2. Bargaining Unit Members with Short Term Disability Insurance: In connection
with the birth and care of a child, the placement and care of a child with the
member for adoption or foster care, or to care for an employee's spouse, child, or
parent with a serious health condition, a member with Short Term Disability
Insurance may use current PTO until the point at which their STD coverage is
available for use. Short Term Disability coverage is applicable 7 days from the time
of the disability and thereafter, provides the employee with 60% of their salary (for a
maximum of 12 weeks, depending on the disability). Should the bargaining unit
member decide to take time after short term disability coverage has been
exhausted, the employee will receive 60% of his/her weekly salary for up to 6 weeks
or through the end of the FMLA period, whichever comes first. Time away in excess
of twelve weeks will not be compensated by the Employer, though may be covered
by the employee’s Long Term Disability coverage. See LTD plan design for specific
details.

12. Article XII - Safety
12.1. Environment: Bargaining unit employees shall work under safe and healthy working
conditions. Bargaining unit employees are expected to use good judgment and common
sense in matters affecting health and safety, to observe posted safety rules and to
comply with all applicable safety regulations.
12.2. Reports to Administration: Bargaining unit employees are responsible for reporting
any allegedly unsafe circumstance, situation or event, including any injury. Reports to
the Employer should be made in writing as soon as reasonably possible. There shall be
no reprisals for making a good-faith report in accordance with this Article.
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12.3. Investigation: The Employer will investigate any written reported unsafe, hazardous,
unhealthy, or potentially dangerous working condition and shall take necessary steps to
have the condition remedied within a reasonable time period commensurate with the
urgency of the situation.
12.4. Assault: Bargaining unit employees shall report to the School Administration as soon
as reasonably possible any instance of assault suffered in connection with their
employment. Consistent with its obligations under applicable law, the Employer shall
comply with any reasonable request from the bargaining unit employee for information
in its possession relating to the incident or persons involved, and shall act in appropriate
ways as a liaison between the bargaining unit employee, local law enforcement, and any
court or administrative agency.
12.5. Student Code of Conduct: To ensure the safety of all bargaining unit employees in the
event of any violation of the CICS Student Code of Conduct that threatens the safety of a
Bargaining Unit Member, the school shall enforce the Code of Conduct and recommend
that student for appropriate discipline up to and including expulsion.
12.6. Safety and Health Guidelines: The Employer shares an interest with bargaining unit
employees in maintaining a safe work and school environment. In furtherance of that
interest:
12.6.1. School Visitor Policy: The Employer shall develop and distribute to bargaining
unit employees, and consistently apply a school visitor policy that provides for who
can access the school buildings at what times and for what reasons, and the
procedures through which visitor access permission may be secured.
12.6.2. Building Access: Absent extraordinary circumstances, Bargaining unit members
shall have access to the school building to which they are assigned at least one and a
half (1.5) hour before the beginning of their work day through two and a quarter
(2.25) hours after the end of their work day.
12.6.3. Emergency Procedures: The Employer shall develop policies on fire safety, school
lockdowns, school evacuations and first aid. Bargaining unit employees shall be
trained on said policies prior to the conclusion of the first quarter each school year.
12.6.4. Doors and Locks: The Employer shall ensure that all classroom entry points are
lockable, and the teacher and other appropriate staff have a key. All classroom
doors shall be lockable from the inside of the classroom by the beginning of the
2020-2021 school year.
12.6.5. Mandated Reporter Training: The Employer shall disseminate a policy and
provide training to newly hired bargaining unit employees concerning their
professional and statutory duties as mandated reporters within their first month of
employment.
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12.6.6. Student Medications: No legally unauthorized bargaining unit employee shall
provide or administer medications to students. The administration of medication
should be referred to the appropriate school personnel (e.g., the school nurse) as
identified by the Director.
12.6.7. Building Entry Points: The Employer shall ensure that all entry points of all its
school buildings are secure.
12.6.8. Windows: Subject to funding availability, the Employer shall work with schools to
ensure that all windows function appropriately and have functional shades.

13. Article XIII - Evaluation
13.1. Teachers shall be evaluated pursuant to the Teacher Evaluation System attached
as Appendix A. Non-Teaching Educators shall be evaluated pursuant to the NonTeaching Educator Evaluation System attached as Appendix B. PSRPs shall have an
Annual Review pursuant to Appendix C.

14. Article XIV - Personnel File
14.1. The School agrees to comply with the provisions of the Illinois Personnel Records
Review Act. The following provisions shall also apply:
14.2. Right of Access: Bargaining unit employees shall be permitted to review the official
personnel file as otherwise provided in the Personnel Record Review Act (820 ILCS 40/1,
et seq.). Upon request, management shall respond to all inquiries within 10 work days
or within 3 work days if the request is pursuant to a disciplinary meeting. The Union may
also review the file with written authorization from the employee. Each employee shall
have the right to ask for and receive copies of any or all file material. The Employer shall
not gather or keep record of non-academic or non-employment related activities or
information.
14.3. Placement of Material in File: There shall be one official personnel file maintained by
the Employer at the central office. Any material that is evaluative or disciplinary in
nature and placed in an active employee’s file shall be signed and dated, and a copy
shall be given to the employee directly within a reasonable time frame. An employee’s
signature on any disciplinary or evaluative material placed in their personnel file merely
signifies the employee has read the documents to be filed and does not necessarily
indicate agreement with its content.
14.4. Personnel Record Correction: If the employee disagrees with any information
contained in the personnel record, a removal or correction of that information may be
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mutually agreed upon by the employer and the employee. If an agreement cannot be
reached, the employee may submit a written statement explaining the employee's
position. The employer shall attach the employee's statement to the disputed portion of
the personnel record and a copy shall be included in the employee’s personnel file.
14.5. Privacy of Records: All personnel files shall be kept in a secure location. Directors, or
Assistant Directors or Interim Directors serving as a Director in the event of a long-term
Director absence, and the Employer’s HR representatives shall be the only CEP
administrators who can view personnel files. The Employer may keep electronic
personnel files.
14.6. Removal of Material: No one shall permanently remove any material from an active
employee’s file, except by mutual consent made in writing by the employee and the
School. Materials that remain in terminated employee files shall be removed according
to the terms of federal records retention requirements.

15. Article XV - Discipline
15.1. Just Cause: No non-provisional employee may be disciplined without just cause.
15.2. Progressive Discipline: The parties embrace the concept of progressive discipline and
corrective discipline for bargaining unit employees. The use of progressive discipline is
intended to be corrective, not punitive. When such is the case, discipline shall be
appropriate under all the facts and to the circumstances of each particular incident
based upon various factors, including but not limited to: (a) the seriousness of the
offense or misconduct; (b) the number of times it has occurred; (c) prior acts of
misconduct; (d) the employee’s work history; and (e) the totality of the circumstances.
Toward that end, the following disciplinary process and forms of discipline shall be used
for all bargaining unit members.
15.3. Steps: Generally, discipline shall be progressive in nature according to the following
steps:
Step 1: First Written Warning
Step 2: Second Written Warning with Performance Improvement Plan
Step 3: Final Written Warning in lieu of suspension
Step 4: Dismissal
15.4. Progression of Discipline: The above-listed steps may be bypassed based only in cases
of severe misconduct. An employee shall be provided notice of the allegations raised
and an opportunity to respond before a final determination regarding discipline is made.
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Discipline shall advance from one step to the next if the employee engages in the same
unwanted behavior within one (1) year of the previous disciplinary action. Disciplinary
action more than one (1) year old may not be used for disciplinary purposes unless an
employee has advanced to a subsequent disciplinary step during the year.
15.5. Procedures for Progressive Discipline: For Steps 1 through 4, the employer shall follow
due process. The aforementioned notice shall be provided in writing, copying the Union;
and the aforementioned opportunity to respond shall take place at a pre-discipline
meeting scheduled in the written pre-discipline meeting notice. A pre-discipline meeting
will not necessarily result in discipline. The Director or Supervisor, Assistant Director, HR
member or in the case of a multi-school employee the employee’s direct supervisor,
shall administer all steps of the discipline procedure through Step 3. The CEO or
designee shall administer Step 4 of the discipline procedure.
The employer will make all reasonable attempts to schedule investigatory and predisciplinary meetings at times that are least disruptive to the learning environment. The
Employer shall provide the employee and union with 24 hours of advance notice for all
investigatory and pre-disciplinary meetings. Investigatory and pre-disciplinary meetings
can be postponed for up to an additional 48 hours at the request of either Party. Within
ten (10) work days of the pre-discipline meeting, the Director, Assistant Director, HR
member or in the case of a multi-school employee, the employee’s direct supervisor, or
the CEO or designee in the case of dismissal, shall issue a written notice, copying the
Union, regarding what disciplinary action, if any s/he has decided to take.
15.6. Union Representation and Notices to Employee and Union: In all steps of progressive
discipline, bargaining unit employees shall have the right to Union representation during
any investigatory or disciplinary meeting. The Employer shall copy the Union on all
meeting notices, warnings, and other documents issued in connection with the
administration of the Article. Along with any pre-discipline meeting notice or
disciplinary action. Upon request, the Employer shall provide the Union and the
employee with any evidence used to support the pre-discipline meeting notice or
disciplinary action.
15.7. Professional Administration of Disciplinary Policies and Procedures: In all steps of
progressive discipline, all persons shall treat the others with dignity and respect. The
Directors, assistant directors, and other supervisory personnel shall not reprimand a
teacher or other bargaining unit employee in the presence of his or her colleagues,
other teachers and bargaining unit employees, students or parents absent the
Member’s request for union presence.
15.8. Anonymous Complaints: The Employer shall not issue discipline to any bargaining unit
employees based solely on an anonymous complaint however the employer has a right
to investigate such complaints and may subsequently issue discipline based on the
findings.
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15.9. Stale Discipline: Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 15-2 and 15-4 above,
the Employer shall not rely on active employees’ records of disciplinary action for any
labor relations purposes, nor shall such records be shown or indicated to Directors,
twenty-four (24) months after the issuance of the disciplinary action. The Employer shall
keep record of past discipline on file with the Chief People Officer for record keeping
purposes.
Nothing in this Section shall be construed to prevent or limit a Director from relying on
or viewing any disciplinary records of former employees seeking to be rehired as Civitas
Education Partners subsidiaries employees.
15.10. Paid Administrative Leave: In the event that a bargaining unit member is accused of
an action that, if true, could impact the safety of another staff member or student, the
Employer shall have the authority to restrict the bargaining unit member from school
grounds while conducting an appropriate investigation. Such restriction shall be paid
and shall in no way be considered discipline. Upon the resolution of said investigation,
the Employer shall either determine the accusations to be unfounded and remove the
restrictions or proceed with the appropriate progressive disciplinary procedures.
16. Article XVI - Grievance Procedure (Conflict Resolution)
16.1. All parties are committed to ensuring that conflicts result in productive outcomes that
benefit students, employees, the school, and the communities it serves. As such, the
Parties will use the following procedure to resolve grievances.
16.2. Definition of a Grievance: A grievance means any claim or dispute involving an
interpretation or application of this Agreement by a Bargaining Unit Member, the
School, or CTU, that one of the other Parties is violating or has violated this Agreement
during its Term.
16.3. Representation: Employees shall have the right to have Union representation at all
stages of the grievance procedure described below. Employees shall also have the right
to file their own grievances, provided the Union is afforded the opportunity to represent
the employees and receives written notice of all documents exchanged during
processing of the grievance.
16.4. Informal Resolution: The Parties prioritize the resolution of conflict in an informal,
expedited manner. If the Union or a Bargaining Unit Member has a Grievance, it should
be directed to the appropriate leadership team member and the Parties shall make a
good-faith effort to resolve any conflict in an informal manner through discussions
between the employee(s) and/or union designee with the appropriate member of the
administration. A conference should take place within ten (10) work days of Grievance
being brought to the attention of the school director. During the informal resolution
conference, the employee or union will attempt to make clear the area(s) of the
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contract they believe to be in question. The school will provide a written response to
the informal resolution within 5 working days of the informal conference.
16.5. Step 1: In the event the conflict is not resolved informally, the Union or employee shall
submit a grievance in writing to the Director or Supervisor within ten (10) work days of
receiving the school’s informal resolution response. A concise, written summary of the
grievance shall be submitted, detailing the complaint, along with any supporting
documents or materials. A conference with the Director or Supervisor shall take place
within ten (10) work days of the filing of the written grievance at Step 1. The Director or
Supervisor’s written response to the grievance shall be provided to the employee,
copying the Union, within five (5) work days of the Step 1 conference.
16.6. Step 2: If the grievance is not resolved, the Union or employee may appeal in writing
to the CEO, or his/her designee, within fifteen (15) work days after receipt of the
Director or Supervisor’s written response at Step 1. A concise, written summary of the
grievance shall be submitted, detailing the complaint, along with any supporting
documents or materials. A conference with the CEO, or his/her designee, shall take
place within fifteen (15) work days of the filing of the written grievance appeal at Step 2.
The written response of the CEO, or his/her designee, to the grievance shall be provided
to the employee within five (5) work days of the Step 2 conference. Grievances
concerning discipline shall be initiated at Step 1, unless otherwise agreed by the parties.
16.7. Arbitration: If the grievance is not resolved, the Union shall notify the Employer in
writing of its demand for arbitration within fifteen (15) working days after receipt of the
CEO’s or his/her designee’s, written response at Step 2. The Parties shall mutually select
an arbitrator within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the demand for arbitration. If
the Parties fail to agree on the selection of an arbitrator within ten (10) calendar days,
the Parties agree to request a panel of arbitrators from the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service. The order of striking arbitrators shall be determined by lot. The
arbitrator’s decision shall be final and binding upon the Parties. The cost of the
arbitrator’s services and the FMCS’s services, and any other costs, excluding attorneys’
fees, shall be borne equally by the Parties. If the parties mutually request a hearing
transcript, they shall equally share the cost of preparing the transcript. Otherwise, the
party ordering the transcript shall pay the entire cost, including a copy for the arbitrator.
The arbitrator shall not have authority to add to, detract from, amend, modify or in any
way alter the provision of this Agreement or make a new Agreement.
16.8. Initiation at a Higher Step: The Union may appeal a grievance at any step of the
grievance procedure.
16.9. Failure to Respond: Failure on the part of Employer at any step of this procedure to
communicate a decision concerning a grievance within the specified time shall permit it
to be advanced to the next higher step. Additional time at a specified step of this
procedure may be granted by mutual agreement between the parties.
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16.10. Investigation of Grievances: The Employer shall allow the Union delegate or his or
her designee up to forty minutes of time during the school day without loss of pay to
investigate grievances provided that it does not disrupt instruction. Prior to the initial
conference and upon the request of the Union delegate or his or her designee, the
Employer shall provide the Union with access to and copies of all existing and available
documents that are potentially relevant to the allegations in grievance, including all
documents supporting the Employer’s actions, and shall supplement this production in a
timely fashion if additional documents become available. The Union President or his or
her designee shall be accorded all the rights of the Union delegate in any school or unit.
Time allowed shall be confined to investigating grievances that have been brought to
the Employer’s attention.
17. Article XVII - Preservation of Agreement
17.1. No Strikes or Lockouts: During the Term of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the
Bargaining Unit Members shall not engage in a strike, slowdown, or any other work
stoppage, and Chicago Teachers Union shall not instigate, encourage or condone the
same, and the Employer agrees that it shall not lockout the employees.
17.2. Successor: Employer will not assign this Agreement during its Term to any party who
does not agree to honor the terms and conditions of this Agreement during its Term.
17.3. Savings Clause: Any provision in this Agreement that is contrary to or held to be in
violation of any applicable law or regulation shall be void and of no force or effect, and
this Agreement shall be construed as if such provision were removed, it being intended,
however, that the other provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected by such
removal and, to the greatest extent possible consistent with applicable law, shall be
interpreted to give effect to the intention of the Parties as evidenced by this Agreement.
18. Article XVIII - Sanctuary Schools
18.1. In the spirit of Plyler v. Doe (1982), the Employer has consistently afforded students
access to a high-quality public education at the Employer schools regardless of their
immigration status and is committed to continue this practice.
18.2. Employer’s school sites are an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) designated
“sensitive location”, in which ICE enforcement activities would pose a severe disruption
to the learning environment and educational setting for students and their families.
18.3. The Employer and Union jointly declare that the buildings and grounds of the schools
are sanctuary spaces for all students, parents, administrators, bargaining unit members
and community members and jointly commit to defend the right to a free and safe
learning environment.
18.4. Students and families trust the Employer to maintain their safety and the integrity of
their family units. To foster this continued trust, School personnel shall not inquire
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about or record a student’s or a family member’s immigration status, and pursuant to
the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (“FERPA”), shall not disclose, without
parental consent, the immigration status of any student or other personally identifiable
information. the Employer recognizes the trust families place in them and shall not
voluntarily divulge information to immigration agents to the fullest extent possible
under the law.
18.5. The Employer and their staff have the right to be the first line of protection for
students and families against unwarranted and detrimental immigration and
enforcement actions. Upon request by ICE agents to enter the Employer school
grounds, administration shall ask to see a warrant signed by a Federal or State Judge.
18.6. In the spirit of this commitment to a sanctuary school zone, absent exigent
circumstances and/or a duly signed Federal or State warrant, agents of ICE shall not be
permitted access to the Employer grounds or any records contained therein, nor shall
the Employer otherwise release to any third parties, any information pertaining to
immigration status except with the employee’s written consent or as required by law.
18.7. In the interest of ensuring the success of the commitments made in this article, the
Employer and Union shall meet to develop a training program for staff on how to
appropriately respond to ICE agents should they request entrance to the school facilities
or grounds as well as proactive steps to aid students and families in obtaining legal or
other assistance with immigration enforcement actions.
18.8. The Employer’s Employees shall not face any Employer discipline for following the
policies contained in this Article.
18.9. The provisions contained within this article shall in no way prohibit the Employer from
honoring and complying with a duly authorized warrant and in no way shall obligate the
Employer or any of its agents to violate any State or Federal statutes.

19. Article XIX - Sanctuary Employer
19.1. On September 5, 2017, the Department of Homeland Security announced the end to
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy. The DACA policy provided
work authorization documents to nearly 800,000 young people who came to the United
States as children. The Employer and the Union recognize that the young people who
have received DACA benefits are a valued and important part of our community.
Because the termination of the DACA policy may affect the work authorization of
employees of the Employer, the Employer and the Union agree to the following:
19.1.1. The Employer reaffirms its commitment to equal opportunity in the workplace
and shall not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, color, age, sex, national origin,
marital status, veteran status, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or
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expression, civil union status, domestic partnership status, parental status,
immigration status, eligibility for rehire within the Chicago Public Schools, genetic
information, refusal to submit to a genetic test or make available the results of a
genetic test.
19.1.2. The Employer shall not inquire about or demand proof of immigration or
citizenship status, except as required by law.
19.1.3. Upon written request, an affected employee shall be released for up to 10
unpaid working days in order to attend to immigration or citizenship status matters.
The Employer may request verification of such absence, as long as such a request
does not violate 19.1.1 and 19.1.2.
19.1.4. In the event that the Employer is no longer permitted to employ an affected
employee, the Employer agrees to treat the affected employee’s separation as a
leave of absence for purposes of the employee’s return to work. Specifically, the
Employer agrees to reinstate the affected employee to the employee’s former
position, if available, without loss of prior seniority upon the employee providing
proper work authorization within fifteen (15) months of the date of separation. If
the former position is not available, the Employer agrees to reinstate the employee
to substantially similar employment or the next available opening for which the
employee is qualified and at that position’s salary with no loss of pay.
19.1.5. Within thirty (30) days of the signing of this contract, the Employer and Union
shall send the following:
3) A joint letter to educators and support staff with resources, such as the
immigrant and refugee children guide for educators and support staff.
4) A joint letter to students and their families with resources, such as those
listed on the [heretostay] website.
19.1.6. Any dispute regarding the meaning, interpretation, or application of this Article
shall be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedure provided in the parties’
collective bargaining agreement.
20. Article XX - Staffing
20.1.The Employer shall provide adequate staffing to ensure a quality education for all
students including, but not limited to:
20.1.1. Special Education: The Employer shall comply with all federal, state and local
laws regarding special education including ensuring that all special education
students’ Individual Education Plans are met.
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20.1.2. K-2 Classrooms: All K-2 classes shall have both a teacher as well as a full-time
classroom PSRP regardless of size.
20.1.3. Online Credit Recovery Programs: Whenever the Employer elects to utilize online
credit recovery programs for twelve or more students per campus, a teacher
bargaining unit member can be assigned to assist students with their credit recovery
coursework as part of their instructional load, or volunteer to take the assignment as
an extra class. In the event no teacher will serve in this role, then an instructional
paraprofessional may be assigned to assist students in their credit recovery work. If
the credit recovery supervision occurs outside of regular work hours, bargaining unit
members will be compensated at the rate of $37.50.
20.1.4. Proctoring: Any online or electronic student learning programs or curriculum
utilized by the Employer may be administered by a teaching bargaining unit member
or an instructional PSRP, who will then be considered a proctor for the class. If a
PSRP is assigned to this role, they will receive a $ 350 stipend per semester-long
class beginning at the start of the 2019-2020 school year. Any bargaining unit
member providing proctor services for the 2018-2019 school year shall receive $300
stipend per class per semester.
20.1.5. Staff for 2018-2019: No reduction in bargaining unit staff shall take place during
the 2018-2019 school year.
20.1.6. School Closings: The Union shall receive written notice of any school closing
within 1 day of notice to the Employer or any person serving in a management
capacity for the Employer, not to exceed six months prior to the school closing.
21. Article XXI - Non-Discrimination
21.1. There shall be no discrimination or retaliation by the Employer in its recruitment
programs, hiring practices, dismissal procedures, or in any other relationship or practice
on the basis of race, creed, color, age, sex, national origin, marital status, veteran status,
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, civil union status, domestic
partnership status, parental status, immigration status, genetic information, refusal to
submit to a genetic test or make available the results of a genetic test, the utilization of
benefits authorized by this Agreement or Employer policy, or membership or
participation in, or association with the activities of the Union or any employee
organization.
21.2. The Employer will comply with all the applicable employment discrimination laws and
will maintain a comprehensive process to investigate complaints and concerns regarding
discrimination and retaliation. However, nothing in this Article shall constitute a waiver
of a bargaining unit employee’s rights to bring a discrimination claim to an appropriate
government agency, or in a court of competent jurisdiction.
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22. Article XXII - Off Street Parking
22.1. Bargaining unit employees shall be provided with off-street parking areas for their
automobiles and these areas shall, to the extent possible, adjacent to the school.
Designated spaces will be provided for bargaining unit employees that travel from
campus to campus. If off-street parking is not possible and bargaining unit employees
must park on the street in permit-only parking neighborhoods, the Employer and the
Union will work with the City of Chicago to issue to schools parking permits for use by
members, at no cost to members, during school and evening hours.
23. Article XXIII - Vacancies
23.1. Definition of Vacancy: A job vacancy exists when the Employer determines to increase
the work force and to fill the new position(s) and/or when any of the following
personnel transactions take place and the Employer determines to replace the previous
incumbent: terminations, transfers, promotions, demotions, and related transactions.
23.2. Posting Job Vacancies: The School agrees to post any job vacancies on
http://www.applitrack.com/civitas/onlineapp/default.aspx, or other website as
identified in the Employer’s Employee Policy Manual where members can access, review
and apply. Bargaining Unit Members will be notified via email of any new or available
postings before notice is given to the general public.
23.3. Substitute Teachers: Substitute teachers employed directly by the Employer who are
continuously employed in a single assignment for sixty (60) work days or greater shall be
considered Bargaining Unit Members.
23.4. Internal Candidates: Employer agrees to interview all internal candidates who meet
the minimum qualifications for any vacant position.

24. Article XXIV - Seniority
24.1. Definition: "Seniority" is defined as the amount of continuous service with the
Employer beginning with the latest date of hire.
24.2. Reinstatement: If an employee resigns or quits or is laid off, and subsequently is
rehired by the Employer within 15 months of the termination of their previous
employment, their original seniority date will be restored. The employee shall be
restored to the appropriate salary schedule step and lane. Step and lane adjustment
shall be applied for any relevant work experience and/or educational attainment
acquired after resignation or layoff.
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25. Article XXV - Layoff and Recall
25.1. Procedure: Should layoffs be necessary, they shall be by inverse order of seniority
conducted in the following order within classification:
(1) Employees who were on average rated unsatisfactory in at least one domain
in their most recent end-of-year summative evaluation.
(2) All other employees by seniority
A non-provisional employee subject to layoff based on seniority shall be able to exercise
his or her seniority for the following options in lieu of layoff, provided that the employee
is qualified for the position based on certification or job title:
(a) To fill any vacant bargaining unit position at any school operated by the
Employer; and
(b) To displace a bargaining unit member with less seniority in a different job
title for which they are qualified within the school.
An employee subject to displacement by the above procedure shall be considered
subject to layoff and shall have the right to exercise the same options. Displaced
employees with no further rights under subparagraphs a.) and b.) above shall be
considered laid off.
25.2. Recall: When the Employer determines to increase staffing in those classifications
where employees have been laid off, employees who have been laid off within the
preceding within 15 months shall be recalled in accordance with the reverse application
of the procedure for layoff. Employees who filled vacant positions or displaced other
employees in lieu of being laid off, and laid off employees who filled vacant positions
shall have the right to be recalled to their original positions within 15 months of the
date of layoff.
An employee who has been laid off shall have the right to exercise his or her seniority to
fill a vacancy provided the employee is qualified for the position, and shall have the right
to refuse such vacancies without losing recall rights. The Employer shall inform laid off
employees of such vacancies.
25.3. Notice: The Employer shall notify the Union 45 days prior to the effective date of any
layoff, shall seek the Union’s views on the matter prior to taking action, and shall
observe its impact bargaining obligations. Employees subject to layoff shall be given 30
days’ notice by the Employer prior to the effective date of the layoff.
25.4. Classification Defined: “Classification” shall be defined as the job title and/or area of
certification or qualification for a bargaining unit position.
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25.5. Redefinition of Positions: If the Employer changes the license, endorsement, or
qualification requirements for any bargaining unit position, the incumbent bargaining
unit employee in any such position shall be afforded a reasonable period of time to
attain any newly required credential(s).
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APPENDIX A – TEACHER EVALUATION
A. DEFINITIONS AND DOCUMENTS
A.1. "Evaluation" means the process of assessing the professional development and
performance of Teachers. “Evaluation” consists of assessing the following metrics:




Metric 1 Professional Practice – Instruction
Metric 2 Professional Practice – Planning
Metric 3 School Performance

A.2. “Formal observation” means an announced extended classroom visit of 45 minutes or
more by an Administrator and is followed by a post-conference and a formal write-up
summarizing performance.
A.3. “Walk-through” means a short (between 20-30 minutes) or longer classroom visit by an
administrator focused on Domains 2 and 3 and a limited number of elements of Domain
1 (1c and 1e) from the Framework for Teaching. Domains 2 and 3 could be limited to
certain elements of those domains depending upon the portion of the lesson observed.
A.4. “School Performance” means a selection of metrics, from Chicago Public Schools’ School
Quality Rating Policy or school accountability policy announced by CPS in the duration
of this contract.
A.5. “Quarter plan” means a document meant to guide instruction focused on essential
concepts. Quarter plans will include a weekly calendar with learning objectives and a
brief description of any assessments.
A.6. “Intervention Plan” means a formal process to define areas for development and a plan
for improvement for teachers who are identified as struggling to meet Civitas
expectations. Such plan shall be implemented in accordance with Section H of this
Appendix and may also be used in the Teacher's evaluation.
A.7. “Administrator” means the campus Principal or Assistant Principal who is trained in the
"Civitas Evaluation System" using the modified Charlotte Danielson Framework for
Teaching. Annually, all administrators shall receive Danielson training, and on campus
team norming. Evaluation of Teachers shall be done by such a qualified individual. In
the event that no such Administrator is available, a principal or assistant principal from
another campus shall be eligible to serve as an Administrator.
A.8. “Instructional Coach” and “Master Teacher” means an employee assigned to teacher
coaching. Instructional Coaches shall not conduct Formal observations of any member
or walkthroughs of bargaining unit members that they coach, but they can evaluate
quarter plans and lesson plans. Master Teachers shall not conduct any part of the
evaluation process for any bargaining unit members. Coaches shall have a minimum of
5 years of teaching experience, be normed on the “Civitas Evaluation System” annually,
and shall participate in on campus norming annually.
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A.9. “Support Plan” means additional coaching initiated by evaluative event scores.
A.10. “Joint Committee” means a committee comprised of an equal number of Bargaining
Unit Members and Employer members of management who will meet annually to
confer and then report to Bargaining Unit Members on the following topics:
1. Continual review and update of the Employer’s Evaluation Handbook and/or
documents
2. Lesson plan and quarter plan documentation and submission to management
3. Evaluation Frameworks
The committee will vote on all changes to the Civitas evaluation process, with the
understanding that in the event of a tie vote, Employer shall be the final decision-maker
on measures of school performance, rubrics for walk-throughs, and submission of
lesson plans and quarter plans upon consideration of input from the Joint Committee.
A.11. Documents used in the evaluation process include:
1. Form F—"Formal Observation": Includes the pre-observation and postobservation reflective conference questions;
2. Form G—"Formal Observation Summary": For Civitas to use in conducting
Formal observations of Bargaining Unit Members as part of the evaluation
process.
3. Form D—"Lesson Reflection": For Bargaining Unit Members to use to facilitate
reflection on the lesson observed and contribute to professional learning.
4. Walk-through Form: Includes feedback on observation of classroom practice in
Domains 2 and 3 and references the teacher’s submitted lesson plan.
5. Form N—“Annual Summative Conference”: Used by Civitas to verify that a
Bargaining Unit Member's performance "Meets" or "Does Not Meet" Civitas'
expectations. This form also includes a summative ratings worksheet, with
overall evaluation scores for the year and their weighted average.
B. NOTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATOR AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES
B.1. Prior to September 30 of each school year or within three weeks of the date of hire, if
later, the Employer shall provide a formal meeting led by a school’s director, associate
director, and/or the CEO where all Teachers will be presented with the evaluation
procedures, criteria/standards, rubrics and evaluation instrument to be used, and the
administrator(s) evaluating the Member. Each Teacher shall be provided with a copy
of the evaluation handbook.
B.2. Formal observations and walkthroughs shall not be conducted by a bargaining unit
member’s instructional coach and no part of the evaluation procedure shall be
conducted by Master Teachers. Instructional coaches shall have access to all
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evaluation documents for bargaining unit members on their coaching caseload. If a
Teacher’s evaluating administrator(s) change or if the Member is reassigned after the
beginning of the School year, the Member shall be informed in writing as to which
Administrator(s) shall complete the formal observations with a minimum of five school
days’ notice of any evaluative event.
C. SELF-ASSESSMENT OF PRACTICE AND THE PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN
C.1. Professional Growth Plan ("PGP"): Developed by the Bargaining Unit Member in
conjunction with his/her instructional coach; plan sets annual individual goals rooted in
self-assessment, student data, school goals, personal professional growth objectives
and the Danielson framework. To be completed by Bargaining Unit Members each
school year. This is non-evaluative.
C.2. All Teachers will complete a Professional Growth Plan (PGP) to enhance their ongoing
individual professional development. This PGP may be developed by an individual
Teacher or by a team of Teachers who work together on the PGP. The PGP is one year
in length and is intended to guide improved instructional performance which ultimately
results in improved student learning, but is not intended to be used as an evaluative
tool. The PGP is designed collaboratively with the Instructional Coach and must be
approved by the Director. Either the goal(s) of the PGP or the PGP itself may be
modified collaboratively by the Teacher and Instructional Coach as needed. Selfreflection and collaboration between Teachers and/or Instructional Coaches are
essential elements for this professional growth experience.
D. INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICE
D.1. Frequency of Formal Observations and Walkthroughs
D.1.1. Tier 1: Teaching Bargaining Unit Members who are in their first and second
school years with the Employer shall have two (2) announced formal
observations and two (2) walk-throughs. Teachers shall be required to attend no
more than one coaching session per week unless an intervention plan or support
plan requires additional coaching.
D.1.2. Tier 2: Teaching and Non-Teaching Educators Bargaining Unit Members in their
third and fourth school years with the Employer shall have one (1) announced
formal observation each school year and two (2) walk-throughs. Third and
fourth year members shall be required to attend no more than one coaching
session per week unless an intervention plan or support plan requires additional
coaching
D.1.3. Tier 3: Teaching Bargaining Unit Members in their fifth school year and beyond
with the Employer shall have 2 walkthroughs Tier 3 employees have the option
to request a replacement walkthrough during a different class period or subject
area. Employees also have the option to request a post-conference after the
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completion of replacement walkthrough. Fifth year and beyond teachers shall
be required to attend no more than one coaching session per month, unless an
intervention plan or support plan requires additional coaching.
D.1.4. Previous Experience: Following the provisional period, teachers who have at least
two years of full-time certified instructional experience prior to joining the
Employer may be placed directly on the Tier 2 or Tier 3 schedule at the School
Director’s discretion.
D.2. General Observation and Conference Scheduling Parameters
D.2.1. Elements: All formal observations are announced and will include a preobservation and post-observation conference.
D.2.2. Prior notice: The evaluator will inform the teacher of the dates of the preconference, the formal observation, and the post-observation conference at
least 5 school days in advance of the pre-conference. If the teacher has a
concern or conflict with the suggested dates, s/he may request in writing
alternative dates, with the understanding that management will have the final
say.
D.2.3. Limitations on when observations can occur: No formal observations shall be
executed on a partial instruction day or during the first or last week of the
semester. No evaluative events shall be executed on the first day a teacher
returns from a leave of absence (i.e. FMLA, bereavement, extended sick leave of
more than three days) or on the day before or after Thanksgiving, winter break,
or spring break.
D.2.4. Separation of observations: All observations (both formal observations and
walkthroughs) will be separated by at least one calendar month.
D.3. Pre-Observation Conference Parameters
D.3.1. The evaluator will schedule the pre-observation conference no earlier than five
school days before the observation. Form F should be completed for the preconference.
D.4. Observation Parameters
D.4.1. The observation will start at the beginning of a period.
D.4.2. The observer will stay for a minimum of 45 minutes and within 24 hours of the
observation, provide the teacher with the legible notes/script of the lesson.
D.5. Post-Observation Conference Parameters
D.5.1. The observer will schedule and conduct the post-observation conference within
five school days of the completion of the lesson being evaluated.
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D.5.2. The observer shall complete the Form G—Formal Observation Summary and the
teacher shall complete the Form D—Lesson Reflection and reflection questions
on Form F-Formal Observation prior to the post-observation meeting.
D.5.3. The post-observation conference will be a reflective conversation where
strengths and areas for improvement are addressed. The observer will use this
conference as a vehicle to address possible coaching opportunities with the
teacher.
D.6. Observation and Recording of Teachers’ Activities
D.6.1. No person or agency shall videotape, record or photograph classroom
proceedings for evaluation purposes without the consent of the Teacher.
D.7. Walkthrough Observations
D.7.1. The teacher shall be informed at the start of the observation that the visit is a
walkthrough and will be used for evaluative purposes. The walkthrough form
shall cite specific evidence to support the ratings. Only those areas of the rubric
that have been directly observed shall be rated. The completed walkthrough
rubric shall be given to the Teacher within three school days of the walkthrough.
D.7.2. Walkthrough observations cannot be conducted while students are being given
an assessment that is longer than 15 minutes or during recess.
E. LESSON PLANS AND QUARTER PLANS: Teacher planning shall be evaluated based on
Evaluation Tier.
E.1. Tier 1 Teachers: Tier 1 teachers will be assessed on lesson plans.
E.1.1. Frequency: Teachers are expected to develop weekly lesson plans and
assessments to guide instruction. Weekly lesson plans shall be submitted timely
in the documentation/submission manner as determined to by the Joint
Committee.
E.1.2. Feedback: Lesson plans shall be reviewed with Instructional Coach and feedback
will be provide when applicable.
E.1.3. Required Elements: Objective, Standard, Student Activity (shall include, but not
limited to Opening Instructional Activity, Learning Task, Student
Practice/Demonstration, Assessment/Closure), Homework (if any), Generalized
Differentiation Strategy, and Materials that are needed. Definitions for these
elements shall be updated annually in the Evaluation Handbook beginning with
SY19-20.
E.1.4. Number of Required Plans: While lesson plans are to be submitted weekly, a
total of six lesson plans shall be evaluated. This includes all lesson plans
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submitted during formal observations (2) and walkthroughs (2). Teachers will
also submit one weekly lesson plan of their choice for evaluation each semester.
E.1.5. Final Score: Lesson plans shall be evaluated based on Rubric approved by Joint
Committee. Administration shall average the score of the six lesson plans.
E.2. Tier 2 & 3 Teachers: Tier 2 and Tier 3 teachers will be assessed on quarter plans.
E.2.1. Frequency and Timeline of Quarter Plans: Quarter plans will be submitted for
each quarter. Before the first instructional day, the due dates for drafts,
feedback, and final submissions will be provided to all teachers. Due dates must
be approved by the Joint Committee.
Submitting a draft quarter plan is optional. Instructional coaches or
administrators will have one week to provide feedback on submitted drafts.
Teachers will have one week after the feedback due date to update and improve
the quarter plan. After submission, the quarter plan will be given a summative
score.
E.2.2. Feedback: Written feedback on any submitted drafts will be provided to
teachers. Upon member request, coaches will meet with said member to discuss
feedback on quarter plans before the final submission due date.
E.2.3. Required Elements: Quarter plans will include a weekly calendar with learning
objectives and a brief description of any assessments.
E.2.4. Number and Type of Required Plans:
E.2.4.1. Grade level primary school teachers will submit a math and reading
quarter plan each quarter.
E.2.4.2. Content primary school teachers will write two grade-level or class
quarter plans.
E.2.4.3. High school teachers will submit quarter plans for all of their courses, or
3 quarter plans, whichever is fewer. Academic, Honors, and AP are all
considered different courses.
E.2.5. Final Score: Administration will choose one submitted final quarter plan per
member to grade for the final summative score.
E.2.6. Collaboration: Teachers teaching the same class in grade-level or content may
(and are encouraged to) submit a joint quarter plan, as long as students who
need modifications are listed for all collaborating teachers
F. SCHOOL PERFORMANCE:
F.1. Metrics: The following metrics will be considered in school performance:
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Average Daily Attendance.
My Voice, My School 5 Essentials Survey – Student and Teacher Responses
School Growth Percentile based on the NWEA or SAT
Freshman on Track Rate

F.2. Calculation: Each of the four submetrics will receive a score from 1 to 5. The four
submetrics scores will be averaged together and rounded to one decimal point:





A rating of 4.0 or above will result in distinguished rating.
An average of 2.5 to 3.9 will result in a proficient rating.
An average of 1.6 to 2.4 will result in a basic rating.
An average of 1.5 or below will result in an unsatisfactory rating.

The distinguished rating will be converted to a 4.0 in the bargaining unit member’s
rating worksheet. The proficient rating will be converted to a 3.0 in the bargaining unit
member’s rating worksheet. The basic rating will be converted to a 2.0 in the bargaining
unit member’s rating worksheet. The unsatisfactory rating will be converted to a 1.0 in
the bargaining unit member’s rating worksheet.

High School
Performance
Indicator

5 points

4 points

90th
Between 70th
School Growth Based
percentile or and 89th
on SAT Assessment
higher
percentile
Freshman On- Track 90% or
Between 80%
Rate
higher
and 89.9%
Average Daily
Attendance Rate
95% or
Between 90%
(Grades 9-12 For NTA higher
and 94.9%
and RE)
My Voice, My School Well
Organized
5 Essentials Survey
Organized
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1 point

3 points

2 points

Between 40th
and 69th
percentile
Between 70%
and 79.9%

Between 10th
and 39th
percentile
Between 60%
and 69.9%

Between 85%
and 89.9%

Between 80% Less than
and 84.9%
80%

Moderately
Organized

Partially
Organized

Below 10th
percentile
Less than
60%

Not Yet
Organized

K-8 School
5 points
4 points
Performance Indicator
National School Growth
90th
Between 70th
Percentile on the
percentile or and 89th
NWEA Reading
higher
percentile
Assessments
National School Growth
90th
Between 70th
Percentile on the
percentile or and 89th
NWEA Math
higher
percentile
Assessments
Average Daily
96% or
Between 95%
Attendance Rate
higher
and 95.9%
(Grades K-8 for WWD)
My Voice, My School 5 Well
Organized
Essentials Survey
Organized

3 points

2 points

1 point

Between 40th Between 10th
Below 10th
and 69th
and 39th
percentile
percentile
percentile
Between 40th Between 10th
Below 10th
and 69th
and 39th
percentile
percentile
percentile
Between 94% Between 92% Less than
and 94.9%
and 93.9%
92%
Moderately
Organized

Partially
Organized

Not Yet
Organized

G. SUPPORT PLANS: Teacher planning shall be evaluated based on Evaluation Tier.
G.1. Qualifying for a Support Plan: A Support Plan is required for:
G.1.1. Bargaining Unit Member who receives an “Unsatisfactory” on one or more
domains of the Danielson Framework for Teaching Rubric during an formal
observation or Domain 2 or 3 from an evaluative walk-through.
G.1.2. Bargaining Unit Members who receive “Basic” in Domain 2 or 3 over two
consecutive evaluative events or in Domain 3 over two consecutive evaluative
events whether they occur in the same work year or same calendar year.
G.2. Timing: When a Bargaining Unit Member is placed on a support plan in accordance
with sections G.1.1 or G.1.2 above, a support plan shall commence within 15 work days
of the post conference with the qualifying result. The Support Plan is to be
implemented for 60 instructional days.
G.3. Support Plan Content: The Support Plan shall address areas of concern, a schedule for
continued observation and feedback, recommendations, and responsibilities for the
Bargaining Unit Member and the Employer. The plan must include at least weekly
observations by the Instructional Coach and a weekly meeting with the Instructional
Coach. Observation logs and meeting notes must be submitted to the employee within
24 hours of the coaching session. Support plans may also include release time for the
member to observe exemplary teachers. The plan shall include a formal observation at
day 20, 40, and 60. The final formal observation shall determine the conclusion of the
plan. The Support Plan may be amended and/or extended as necessary by the
Administrator with notice to the Bargaining Unit Member. The written Support Plan
should be dated and signed by all participants
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G.3.1. Formative Observation Windows: The formative observations in the support plan
may be 2 instructional days earlier or later than outlined above.
G.4. Different Evaluator: The member shall have the right to request a different evaluator
than the evaluator who conducted the observations that necessitated the support plan.
H. INTERVENTION PLANS
H.1. Qualifying for an Intervention Plan: A member will move from a support plan to an
intervention plan if they do not meet the following conditions on the final formal
observation:
H.1.1. Members who were placed on a support plan due to the conditions in G.1.1
must achieve a 2.5 score in the qualifying domain(s)
H.1.2. Members who were placed on a support plan due to the conditions in G.1.2
must achieve a score of Proficient in the qualifying domain(s)
H.2. Timing: A member rated unsatisfactory at the annual summative conference will be
placed on an intervention plan starting the following school year. The plan shall
commence within 15 calendar days of the first day of instruction. The Intervention Plan
is to be implemented for 45 instructional days.
H.3. Intervention Plan Content: The Intervention Plan shall address areas of concern, a
schedule for continued observation and feedback, recommendations, and
responsibilities for the Bargaining Unit Member and the Employer. The plan must
include at least weekly observations by the Instructional Coach and a weekly meeting
with the Instructional Coach. Observation logs and meeting notes must be submitted to
the employee within 24 hours of the coaching session. Intervention plans shall also
include release time for the member to observe exemplary teachers. Participants in
the development of such an Intervention Plan include the Bargaining Unit Member,
evaluating Administrator, the Instructional Coach, a union representative if the
member desires one, and a consulting teacher if the member desires one. (A
consulting teacher is defined in Section J.) The plan shall include a formal observation
at day 20 of the plan that is for feedback purposes only. The plan shall include a final
formal observation at day 45. The final formal observation shall determine the
conclusion of the plan (as established in Section H.5 below). The Intervention Plan may
be amended as necessary by the Administrator with notice to the Bargaining Unit
Member. The written Intervention Plan should be dated and signed by all participants.
H.3.1. Formative Observation Window: The formative observation in the intervention
plan may be 2 instructional days earlier or later than outlined above.
H.4. Copies of Plans: If an Intervention Plan is assigned to a Bargaining Unit Member for any
reason, one copy shall be placed in the Bargaining Unit Member’s personnel file and
one copy sent to the Chair of the Union and the field representative.
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H.5. Conclusion of the Plan: At the end of the Intervention Plan, a meeting shall occur
between the Member, Director, Instructional Coach and Consulting Teacher. At this
meeting, the director shall review the plan progress.
If the member fails to achieve a Proficient in the final formal evaluation in the domains
that necessitated placement on the support plan, the principal will decide whether to
terminate the member effective immediately or at the end of the year provided the
Intervention Plan was correctly implemented. Timelines and requirements under this
article may be adjusted if and to the extent compliance is beyond the employer’s
control.
H.6. Extension of the Plan: If the Member fails to achieve a Proficient in the domains that
necessitated placement on the final formal evaluation in the domains that necessitated
placement on the final formal evaluation, but had previously received an overall rating
of Proficient on their most recent summative evaluation, the intervention plan shall be
extended an additional 20 instructional days. The plan shall include a formal
observation at day 10 of the plan that is for feedback purposes only. The plan shall
include a final formal observation at day 20. The final formal observation shall
determine the conclusion of the plan in accordance with the provisions of H.5 above.
Intervention plans can only be extended one time based on this criteria.
H.7. Different Evaluator: The member shall have the right to request a different evaluator
than the evaluator who conducted the observations that necessitated the intervention
plan
I. TERMINATION AFTER REPEATED SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION PLANS
I.1. Support Plans: In a 3-year period from the start of the first support plan beginning with
the 2019-2020 school year:
I.1.1. If a member has been on a support plan three times and fails the third support
plan i.e., they qualify for an intervention plan after their third support plan, the
principal may terminate the member effective immediately or at the end of the
year provided the Support Plans were correctly implemented.
I.1.2. If a member successfully completes a third support plan, but then qualifies for a
fourth plan, the principal may terminate the member effective immediately or at
the end of the year provided the Support Plans were correctly implemented.
I.2. Intervention Plans: In a 3 year period from the start of the first support plan beginning
with the 2017-2018 school year, if a member has been on an intervention plan twice
and then qualifies for a support plan, the principal may terminate the member effective
immediately or at the end of the year provided the Intervention Plans were correctly
implemented.
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J. CONSULTING TEACHER
J.1. A Bargaining Unit Member shall be eligible but not required to serve as a Consulting
Teacher provided the Bargaining Unit Member is non-provisional.
J.2. A Consulting Teacher shall receive release time (with class coverage provided as
necessary not to exceed more than 30 minutes per week or an equivalent amount of
time unless agreed upon by the school leader), schedule to be worked out as part of
any Intervention Plan or at the time the Consulting Teacher is selected) to perform
his/her duty as a Consulting Teacher, but shall not be entitled to any additional
compensation for such services.
J.3. The Consulting Teacher shall not be compelled by the Employer, any Bargaining Unit
Member, or CTU to participate in any dismissal hearing.
K. CALCULATING SUMMATIVE EVALUATIVE RATINGS:
K.1. Teachers’ summative rating shall be calculated using the following weights in the
metrics during the term of this contract:
Percent Weight
Metric 1: Instructional
Practice
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Metric 2: Planning

25

Metric 3: School
Performance

20

L. ANNUAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION CONFERENCE
L.1. Timing: An Annual Summative Evaluation Conference occurs no later than May 1 of
each school year. At this conference the teacher and administrator will review
performance feedback given to date.
L.2. Forms and Signing: At the Conference, the teacher will be presented with the “Annual
Summative Evaluation” (Form N), which includes the summative evaluation rating
worksheet. The teacher is responsible for submitting to their immediate administrator
a signed and dated copy of the “Annual Summative Evaluation” (Form N). The
signature of the Teacher does not necessarily indicate agreement with the “Annual
Summative Evaluation” (Form N) but rather is intended to indicate that the conference
and discussion have been held and that the Teacher is in receipt of a copy of the
“Annual Summative Evaluation” (Form N).
L.3. Ratings: Summative ratings shall be determined by the numerical scores below after
the summative evaluation score is rounded to the nearest tenth:
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Distinguished
Proficient
Basic
Unsatisfactory

3.5-4.0
2.9-3.4
2.1-2.8
1.0-2.0

L.4. Retention of Provisional Members: At the conference, the Administrator’s decision to
retain or dismiss a provisional member will be communicated.
L.5. Final Ratings Worksheet: A summative evaluation rating worksheet with full weighted
score shall be provided five instructional days before the end of the school year.
M. PERSONNEL FILE COPY
M.1. A copy of Form N: “Annual Summative Evaluation” and the summative ratings
worksheet and any attached written rebuttal shall be placed in the Teacher’s
personnel file.
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APPENDIX B – NON-TEACHING EDUCATOR EVALUATION
A. DEFINITIONS AND DOCUMENTS
A.1. For the purposes of this evaluation process, Non-Teaching Educator (NTE) shall include
counselors, social workers, librarians, Student Success Coordinators, and any staff
member whose primary role is RTI.
A.2. "Evaluation" means the process of assessing the professional development and
performance of NTEs. “Evaluation” consists of assessing the following metrics:




Metric 1: Professional Practice
Metric 2: Job-Related Observations
Metric 3: School Performance

A.3. “Beginning of Year Goal Setting Meeting” means the meeting when the NTE and the
NTE Evaluator discuss the Growth Plan which establishes the NTE’s professional growth
plan goals for the year. The Beginning of Year Goal Setting Meeting and the Growth Plan
are non-evaluative. This meeting will occur no later than October 15.
A.4. “End of Year Evaluation Meeting” means the meeting when the NTE and NTE Evaluator
discuss the NTE’s process of attaining goals established in the Growth Plan (formative).
The End of Year Goal Evaluation Meeting is evaluative and will be measured on Form I.
The NTE may collect and bring data and artifacts as evidence of progress towards goals
and as evidence for Form I ratings.
A.5. This meeting will occur no later than April 15.
A.6. “Job-related observation” means an announced visit that captures the non-teaching
bargaining unit member’s delivery of service in a previously defined area related to their
specialty. This has included: 1.) an IEP meeting, re-evaluation eligibility determination,
another event representative of the social worker’s work that does not conflict with
student confidentiality for Social Workers, 2.) an announced visit to a student
counseling session, classroom counseling lesson, or group counseling session that does
not conflict with student confidentiality for Counselors. 3.) An announced visit to the
library for Librarians. If the above options are not appropriate or representative of a
staff member’s role, a meeting will be held between administration, the union, and the
bargaining unit member to determine an appropriate observation; this meeting will
take place within the first three weeks of the school year. All observations are followed
by a post-conference and a formal write-up summarizing performance. The job-related
observation and post-conference meeting will occur no later than March 15.
A.7. “School Performance” means a selection of metrics from Chicago Public Schools’ School
Quality Rating Policy or school accountability policy announced by CPS in the duration
of this contract.
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A.8. “Non-Teaching Educator Evaluator” means an individual who is trained in the "Civitas
Evaluation System" using the designated framework and has specific knowledge of
social work, college counseling, school counseling, and/or library science. Evaluation of
NTEs shall be done by an Administrator (Director or Assistant Director) trained in the
Civitas Evaluation System. Team leads shall not serve as Evaluators.
A.9. “Joint Committee” means a committee comprised of an equal number of Bargaining
Unit Members and Employer members of management who will meet annually to
confer and then report to Bargaining Unit Members on the following topics:
1. Continual review and update of the Employer’s Evaluation Handbook and/or
documents
2. Lesson plan and quarter plan documentation and submission to management
3. Evaluation Frameworks
The committee will vote on all changes to the Civitas evaluation process, with the
understanding that in the event of a tie vote, Employer shall be the final decision-maker
on measures of school performance, rubrics for walk-throughs, and submission of
lesson plans and quarter plans upon consideration of input from the Joint Committee.
A.10. Documents used in the evaluation process include:
1. Growth Plan ("GP"): Developed by the Bargaining Unit Member in conjunction
with his/her evaluator at the Beginning of Year Goal Setting Meeting; plan sets
annual individual goals rooted in self-assessment, student data, school goals,
personal professional growth objectives and the Danielson framework or NACAC
for college counselors, ASCA for school counselors, or NASW for social
workers. The Growth Plan is non-evaluative and completed by NTEs each school
year.
2. Form G—"Job-Related Observation Summary": To be completed by the NTE
Evaluator to use in conducting job-related observations of Bargaining Unit
Members as part of the evaluation process.
3. Form D—"Reflection": To be completed by Bargaining Unit Members to use to
facilitate reflection on the job-related observation and contribute to professional
learning.
4. Form I—"Self-Assessment of Practice": To be completed by Bargaining Unit
Members and the NTE Evaluator for the End of Year Goal Attainment Meeting.
This document is shared with the evaluator and completed each school year.
Form I shall be discussed at Joint Committee at the beginning of every school
year.
5. Form N—“Annual Summative Conference”: Used by the Employer to verify that
a Bargaining Unit Member's performance "Meets" or "Does Not Meet" the
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Employer’s expectations. This form also includes a summative ratings worksheet,
with overall evaluation scores for the year and their weighted average.
B. NOTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATOR AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES
B.1. Prior to September 30 of each school year or within three weeks of the date of hire, if
later, The Employer shall provide a formal meeting led by a school’s Director, Associate
director, and/or the CEO where all NTEs will be presented with the evaluation
procedures, criteria/standards, rubrics and evaluation instrument to be used, and the
Evaluator evaluating the Member. Each NTE shall be provided with a copy of the
evaluation handbook.
B.2. If an NTE’s Evaluator changes, the Member shall be informed in writing as to who the
person completing the evaluative events will be with a minimum of five school days’
notice of any evaluative event.
C. SELF-ASSESSMENT OF PRACTICE AND THE GROWTH PLAN (GP)
C.1. All NTEs will complete a Growth Plan for the Beginning of Year Goal Setting Meeting.
This Growth Plan includes their professional goals and their plans to reach those goals.
The plan and goals are designed for one year and are intended to guide improved
performance, which ultimately results in improved student outcomes, but is not
intended to be used as an evaluative tool. The Growth Plan will be designed
collaboratively with the Evaluator and must be approved by the Director. Either the
goal(s) or the plan itself may be modified collaboratively by the NTE and evaluator as
needed. Self-reflection and collaboration between NTEs and/or Evaluators are essential
elements for this professional growth experience.
C.2. NTEs will do a self-assessment of their practice on Form I for the End of Year Goal
Attainment Meeting. Evaluation from Form I is Metric 1 Goal Attainment.
D. METRIC 1: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
D.1. Yearly Meetings: NTEs will have two meetings per year with their Evaluator and/or
Director. At the Beginning of Year Goal Setting Meeting, the Evaluator and the NTE will
review the Growth Plan (formative). The End-of-Year Evaluation Meeting will consist of
a review of the Growth Plan (formative) and discussion of Form I (summative). There will
be at least one month between consecutive conferences/meetings, i.e. between the
Beginning of the Year Goal Setting Meeting, meetings pertaining to a job-related
observation, and the End-of-Year Evaluation Meeting.
E. METRIC 2: JOB-RELATED OBSERVATION
E.1. Frequency of Job-Related Observations: In addition to the yearly meetings listed above,
absent extraordinary circumstances, Tier 1 NTEs and Tier 2 NTEs in their A Year will have
one announced job-related observation mid-year, which shall include a pre-conference
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and a post conference. Tier 2 NTEs in their B Year will not have an job-related
observation. Tier 2 NTEs will alternate each school year between Year A and Year B.
Summary Chart:

BOY Goal Setting
Meeting
Job-Related
Observations
EOY Evaluation
Meeting

Tier 1
1-2 years with CEP

Tier 2 (Year A)
3+ years with CEP

Tier 2 (Year B)
3+ years with CEP

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

E.2. General Observation and Conference Scheduling Parameters
E.2.1. Elements: All job-related observations are announced and will include a preobservation and post-observation conference.
E.2.2. Prior notice: The evaluator will inform the NTE of the dates of the preconference, the job-related observation, and the post-observation conference at
least 5 school days in advance of the pre-conference. If the NTE has a concern or
conflict with the suggested dates, s/he may request in writing alternative dates,
with the understanding that management will have the final say.
E.2.3. Limitations on when observations can occur: No job-related observations shall be
executed on a partial instruction day or during the first or last week of the
semester. No evaluative events shall be executed on the first day an NTE returns
from a leave of absence (i.e. FMLA, bereavement, extended sick leave of more
than three days) or on the day before or after Thanksgiving, winter break, or
spring break.
E.3. Pre-Observation Conference Parameters: The evaluator will schedule the preobservation conference no earlier than five school days before the observation.
E.4. Observation Parameters: The observer will stay for a minimum of 20 minutes and
within 24 hours of the observation, provide the NTE with legible notes/script feedback
from the observation.
E.5. Post-Observation Conference Parameters
E.5.1. The observer will schedule and conduct the post-observation conference within
five school days of the completion of the job-related observation.
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E.5.2. The observer shall complete the Form G—Job-Related Observation Summary and
the NTE shall complete the Form D—Reflection prior to the post-observation
conference.
E.5.3. The post-observation conference will be a reflective conversation where
strengths and areas for improvement are addressed. The observer will use this
conference as a vehicle to address possible coaching opportunities with the NTE.
E.6. Observation and Recording of NTEs’ Activities
E.6.1. No person or agency shall videotape, record or photograph classroom
proceedings for evaluation purposes without the consent of the NTE.
F. SCHOOL PERFORMANCE:
F.1. Metrics: The following metrics will be considered in school performance:





Average Daily Attendance.
My Voice, My School 5 Essentials Survey – Student and Teacher Responses
School Growth Percentile based on the NWEA or SAT
Freshman on Track Rate

F.2. Calculation: Each of the four submetrics will receive a score from 1 to 5. The four
submetrics scores will be averaged together and rounded to one decimal point:





A rating of 4.0 or above will result in distinguished rating.
An average of 2.5 to 3.9 will result in a proficient rating.
An average of 1.6 to 2.4 will result in a basic rating.
An average of 1.5 or below will result in an unsatisfactory rating.

The distinguished rating will be converted to a 4.0 in the bargaining unit member’s
rating worksheet. The proficient rating will be converted to a 3.0 in the bargaining unit
member’s rating worksheet. The basic rating will be converted to a 2.0 in the bargaining
unit member’s rating worksheet. The unsatisfactory rating will be converted to a 1.0 in
the bargaining unit member’s rating worksheet.
High School
Performance
Indicator

5 points

School Growth
Based on SAT
Assessment

Exceeds or is
equal to 105%
of the growth
goal

Freshman OnTrack Rate

4 points

Exceeds or is
equal to 95%
of the growth
goal
Between 80%
90% or higher
and 89.9%
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3 points

2 points

Exceeds or is
equal to 85% of
the Growth
Goal
Between 70%
and 79.9%

Exceeds or is
equal to 80%
of the Growth
Goal
Between 60%
and 69.9%

1 point

Less than
79% of the
Growth Goal
Less than
60%

Average Daily
Attendance Rate
Between 90%
95% or higher
(Grades 9-12 For
and 94.9%
NTA and RE)
My Voice, My
Well
School 5 Essentials
Organized
Organized
Survey

Between 85%
and 89.9%

Between 80% Less than
and 84.9%
80%

Moderately
Organized

Partially
Organized

K-8 School
5 points
4 points
Performance Indicator
National School Growth
90th
Between 70th
Percentile on the
percentile or and 89th
NWEA Reading
higher
percentile
Assessments
National School Growth
90th
Between 70th
Percentile on the
percentile or and 89th
NWEA Math
higher
percentile
Assessments
Average Daily
96% or
Between 95%
Attendance Rate
higher
and 95.9%
(Grades K-8 for WWD)
My Voice, My School 5 Well
Organized
Essentials Survey
Organized

3 points

2 points

Not Yet
Organized

1 point

Between 40th Between 10th
Below 10th
and 69th
and 39th
percentile
percentile
percentile
Between 40th Between 10th
Below 10th
and 69th
and 39th
percentile
percentile
percentile
Between 94% Between 92% Less than
and 94.9%
and 93.9%
92%
Moderately
Organized

Partially
Organized

Not Yet
Organized

G. SUPPORT PLANS:
G.1. Qualifying for a Support Plan: A Support Plan is required for:
G.1.1. Bargaining Unit Members who receive an “Unsatisfactory” on one or more
standards/domains of Form G (from the job-related observation) or Form I (from
the EOY Evaluation Meeting.
G.1.2. Bargaining Unit Members who receive a “Basic” in the same standard/domain
over two consecutive evaluative events in the same calendar year or who receive
a “Basic” for two standards/domain in the same evaluation.
G.2. Timing: When a Bargaining Unit Member is placed on a support plan in accordance
with section G1 above, a support plan shall commence within 15 work days of the post
conference with the qualifying result. The Support Plan is to be implemented for 60
instructional days.
G.3. Support Plan Content: The Support Plan shall address areas of concern, a schedule for
continued observation and feedback, recommendations, and responsibilities for the
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Bargaining Unit Member and the Employer. The plan must include at least weekly
observations by the Instructional Coach and a weekly meeting with the Instructional
Coach. Observation logs and meeting notes must be submitted to the employee within
24 hours of the coaching session. Support plans may also include release time for the
member to observe exemplary NTEs. The plan shall include an evaluative event (jobrelated observation and/or re-evaluation of Form I) of the applicable
standards/domains at day 20, 40, and 60. The final evaluative event shall determine the
conclusion of the plan. The Support Plan may be amended and/or extended as
necessary by the Administrator with notice to the Bargaining Unit Member. The
written Support Plan should be dated and signed by all participants
G.3.1. Formative Observation Windows: The formative observations in the support plan
may be 2 instructional days earlier or later than outlined above.
G.4. Different Evaluator: The member shall have the right to request a different evaluator
than the evaluator who conducted the observations that necessitated the support plan.
H. INTERVENTION PLANS
H.1. Qualifying for an Intervention Plan: A member will move from a support plan to an
intervention plan if they do not meet the following conditions on the final evaluative
event (job-related observation or re-evaluation of Form I):
H.1.1. Members who were placed on a support plan due to the conditions in G.1.1
must achieve a 2.5 score in the qualifying domain(s)
H.1.2. Members who were placed on a support plan due to the conditions in G.1.2
must achieve a score of Proficient in the qualifying domain(s)
H.2. Timing: A member rated unsatisfactory at the annual summative conference will be
placed on an intervention plan starting the following school year. The plan shall
commence within 15 calendar days of the first day of instruction. The Intervention Plan
is to be implemented for 45 instructional days.
H.3. Intervention Plan Content: The Intervention Plan shall address areas of concern, a
schedule for continued observation and feedback, recommendations, and
responsibilities for the Bargaining Unit Member and the Employer. The plan must
include at least weekly observations by the Instructional Coach and a weekly meeting
with the Instructional Coach. Observation logs and meeting notes must be submitted to
the employee within 24 hours of the coaching session. Intervention plans shall also
include release time for the member to observe exemplary NTEs. Participants in the
development of such an Intervention Plan include the Bargaining Unit Member,
evaluating Administrator, the Instructional Coach, a union representative if the
member desires one, and a consulting NTE if the member desires one. (A consulting
NTE is defined in Section J.) The plan shall include an evaluative event (observation or
re-evaluation of Form I) at day 20 of the plan that is for feedback purposes only. The
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plan shall include a final evaluative event at day 45. The final evaluative event shall
determine the conclusion of the plan (as established in Section H.5 below). The
Intervention Plan may be amended as necessary by the Administrator with notice to
the Bargaining Unit Member. The written Intervention Plan should be dated and signed
by all participants.
H.3.1. Formative Observation Window: The formative observation in the intervention
plan may be 2 instructional days earlier or later than outlined above.
H.4. Copies of Plans: If an Intervention Plan is assigned to a Bargaining Unit Member for any
reason, one copy shall be placed in the Bargaining Unit Member’s personnel file and
one copy sent to the Chair of the Union and the field representative.
H.5. Conclusion of the Plan: At the end of the Intervention Plan, a meeting shall occur
between the Member, Director, Instructional Coach and Consulting NTE. At this
meeting, the director shall review the plan progress.
If the member fails to achieve a Proficient in the final formal evaluation in the domains
that necessitated placement on the support plan, the Director will decide whether to
terminate the member effective immediately or at the end of the year provided the
Intervention Plan was correctly implemented. Timelines and requirements under this
article may be adjusted if and to the extent compliance is beyond the employer’s
control.
H.6. Extension of the Plan: If the Member fails to achieve a Proficient in the domains that
necessitated placement on the final formal evaluation in the domains that necessitated
placement on the final formal evaluation, but had previously received an overall rating
of Proficient on their most recent summative evaluation, the intervention plan shall be
extended an additional 20 instructional days. The plan shall include a formal
observation at day 10 of the plan that is for feedback purposes only. The plan shall
include a final formal observation at day 20. The final formal observation shall
determine the conclusion of the plan in accordance with the provisions of H.5 above.
Intervention plans can only be extended one time based on this criteria.
H.7. Different Evaluator: The member shall have the right to request a different evaluator
than the evaluator who conducted the observations that necessitated the intervention
plan
I. TERMINATION AFTER REPEATED SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION PLANS
I.1. Support Plans: In a 3-year period from the start of the first support plan beginning with
the 2019-2020 school year:
I.1.1. If a member has been on a support plan three times and fails the third support
plan i.e., they qualify for an intervention plan after their third support plan, the
principal may terminate the member effective immediately or at the end of the
year provided the Support Plans were correctly implemented.
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I.1.2. If a member successfully completes a third support plan, but then qualifies for a
fourth plan, the principal may terminate the member effective immediately or at
the end of the year provided the Support Plans were correctly implemented.
I.2. Intervention Plans: In a 3 year period from the start of the first support plan beginning
with the 2017-2018 school year, if a member has been on an intervention plan twice
and then qualifies for a support plan, the principal may terminate the member effective
immediately or at the end of the year provided the Intervention Plans were correctly
implemented.
J. CONSULTING NTE
J.1. A Bargaining Unit Member shall be eligible but not required to serve as a Consulting
NTE provided the Bargaining Unit Member is non-provisional.
J.2. A Consulting NTE shall receive release time (with class coverage provided as necessary
not to exceed more than 30 minutes per week or an equivalent amount of time unless
agreed upon by the school leader), schedule to be worked out as part of any
Intervention Plan or at the time the Consulting NTE is selected) to perform his/her duty
as a Consulting NTE, but shall not be entitled to any additional compensation for such
services.
J.3. The Consulting NTE shall not be compelled by the Employer, any Bargaining Unit
Member, or CTU to participate in any dismissal hearing.
K. CALCULATING SUMMATIVE EVALUATIVE RATINGS:
K.1. Non-Teaching Educators’ summative rating shall be calculated using the following
weights in the metrics during the term of this contract:

Tier 1 NTEs

Tier 2 NTEs
(Year A)

Tier 2 NTEs
(Year B)

3+ years with
CEP

3+ years with
CEP

Metric 1: Goal Setting

55%

55%

80%

Metric 2: Job-Related
Observation

25%

25%

0%

Metric 3: School Performance

20%

20%

20%
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L. ANNUAL SUMMATIVE EVALUATION CONFERENCE
L.1. Timing: An Annual Summative Evaluation Conference occurs no later than May 1 of
each school year. At this conference the NTE and administrator will review
performance feedback given to date.
L.2. Forms and Signing: At the Conference, the NTE will be presented with the “Annual
Summative Evaluation” (Form N), which includes the summative evaluation rating
worksheet. The NTE is responsible for submitting to their immediate administrator a
signed and dated copy of the “Annual Summative Evaluation” (Form N). The signature
of the NTE does not necessarily indicate agreement with the “Annual Summative
Evaluation” (Form N), but rather is intended to indicate that the conference and
discussion have been held and that the NTE is in receipt of a copy of the “Annual
Summative Evaluation” (Form N).
L.3. Ratings: Summative ratings shall be determined by the numerical scores below after
the summative evaluation score is rounded to the nearest tenth:
Distinguished
Proficient
Basic
Unsatisfactory

3.5-4.0
2.9-3.4
2.1-2.8
1.0-2.0

L.4. Retention of Provisional Members: At the conference, the Administrator’s decision to
retain or dismiss a provisional member will be communicated.
L.5. Final Ratings Worksheet: A summative evaluation rating worksheet with full weighted
score shall be provided five instructional days before the end of the school year.
M. PERSONNEL FILE COPY
M.1. A copy of Form N: “Annual Summative Evaluation” and the summative ratings
worksheet and any attached written rebuttal shall be placed in the NTE’s personnel
file.
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Appendix C - PSRP Annual Review
A. Definitions and Documents:
“Administrator” means a Director, Assistant Director or Case Manager who is trained in
the "Big Rocks" PSRP annual review process. Annual reviews of PSRPs shall be done by
such a qualified individual.
Documents used in the annual review process include the “Big Rocks” rubric.
B. Notification of Administrator and Evaluation Procedures: Prior to September 30 of
each school year or within three weeks of the date of hire, if later, the Employer shall
provide a formal meeting led by a school’s director, associate director, and/or the CEO
where all PSRPs will be presented with the annual review procedure, rubric to be used,
and the administrator evaluating the PSRP.
C. Annual Review Conference: Administrator and PSRP will meet twice a year with the
formative conference occurring no later than end of the first Semester of each school
year and the final summative conference occurring no later than May 15 of each school
year. At this conference the PSRP and administrator will review performance feedback
given to date utilizing the “Big Rocks” rubric.
At the formative conference, the administrator will provide mid-year feedback around
PSRP performance in Big Rocks rubric and additional support will be provided in areas
where the PSRP is below expectations
At the summative conference, the PSRP will be presented with a completed “Big Rocks”
rubric and asked to sign the rubric. The signature of the PSRP does not necessarily
indicate agreement with the “Big Rocks” rubric but rather is intended to indicate that
the conference and discussion have been held and that the PSRP is in receipt of a copy
of the “Big Rocks” rubric.
At the conference, the Administrator’s decision to retain or dismiss a provisional
employee will be communicated.
The Annual Review itself shall not constitute disciplinary action. Any disciplinary action
based on misconduct, which might be noted in the review, will. Be handled pursuant to
the standard disciplinary procedures.
D. Personnel File Copy: A copy of the “Big Rocks” rubric and any attached written rebuttal
shall be placed in the PSRP’s personnel file.
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Appendix D - SPED Rules and Regulations
Rules and Regulations of the State Board of Education, codified at 23 Ill. Admin. Code 226.730(b) and (c):
Section 226.730 Class Size for 2009-10 and Beyond
b) Class size means the total number of students an educator serves during any special
education class. As used in this subsection (b), “class” means any circumstance where
only students with IEPs are served and at least one special education teacher is assigned
and provides instruction and/or therapy exclusively to students with IEPs. In the
formation of special education classes, consideration shall be given to the age of the
students, the nature and severity of their disabilities, the educational needs of the
students, and the degree of intervention necessary, subject to the limitations of this
subsection (b).
1) Except as provided in subsection (b)(5) of this Section, classes in which all the
students receive special education services for 20 percent of the school day or
less shall have at least one qualified teacher for each 15 students in attendance
during any given class. However, the district may increase the class size by a
maximum of two students when a paraprofessional is provided for the entire
class.
2) Except as provided in subsection (b)(5) of this Section, each class in which any
student receives special education services for more than 20 percent of the
school day but no more than 60 percent of the school day shall have at least one
qualified teacher for each ten students in attendance during that class. However,
the district may increase the class size by a maximum of five students when a
paraprofessional is provided for the entire class.
3) Except as provided in subsection (b)(5) of this Section, each class in which any
student receives special education services for more than 60 percent of the
school day shall have at least one qualified teacher for each eight students in
attendance during that class. However, the district may increase the class size by
a maximum of five students when a paraprofessional is provided for the entire
class.
4) Each class for children ages three through five shall have at least one qualified
teacher for each five students in attendance during that ISBE 23 ILLINOIS
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 226.730 SUBTITLE A SUBCHAPTER f class. However, the
district may increase the class size by a maximum of five students when a
paraprofessional is provided for the entire class.
5) For any school year in which the amount of State reimbursement for teachers
identified in Section 14-13.01 of the School Code [105 ILCS 5/14-13.01] exceeds
the amount in effect on January 1, 2007, by at least 100 percent and no
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corresponding reduction has been made in other State sources of support for
special education:
A) The maximum class size stated in subsection (b)(1) of this Section shall
be 13 rather than 15;
B) The maximum class size stated in subsection (b)(2) of this Section shall
be eight rather than 10; and
C) The maximum class size stated in subsection (b)(3) of this Section shall
be six rather than eight.
6) The provisions of subsections (b)(1) through (5) of this Section
notwithstanding, class size shall be limited according to the needs of the
students for individualized instruction and services.
c) The maximum class sizes set forth in subsection (b) of this Section shall, if necessary,
be further restricted at the local level to account for the activities and services in which
the affected educators participate in order to provide students with IEPs the free,
appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment to which they are
entitled.
(Source: Amended at 31 Ill. Reg. 9915, effective June 28, 2007)
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Appendix E - Extracurricular Pay
A. Information Sharing: The Employer shall provide the Union with a list of all stipend
positions and assignments, amount of pay for each position or assignment, and which staff
member is staffed in each position or assignment. This list shall be provided by the fourth
week of each semester.
B. Junior Varsity and Varsity Sports: Coaching stipends shall be calculated at a rate equivalent
to $30 an hour for any activity outside of the regular work day including but not limited to:
team practice, competitions/performances, and estimated transportation time to and from
related team activities. Stipend amounts shall be posted in advance and calculated
assuming a regular athletic season.
Any coaching time in excess of the regular season will result in an additional post-season
stipend to be paid out at a rate of $30 per hour and must be pre-approved in writing by the
Athletic Director and Director. Bargaining unit members serving as coaches shall record
post-season time worked in Paycom, or a similar system identified by the Employer.
C. Extracurricular Clubs: An extracurricular activity is considered a club if students join as club
members. Facilitators shall be paid for extracurricular club duties the first pay period
following each semester that the club is active.
C.1. Tier 1 Extracurricular Clubs: Director approved yearlong clubs that meet the
requirements below.
Facilitator Stipend: $3,000
Requirements:


Average of 5 or more hours of meeting and prep time a week for the entire school
year; and



Minimum club size 8 (or fewer with Director approval) for campuses with enrollment
greater than 600. Minimum club size 5 for campuses with enrollment less than 600.

C.2. Tier 2 Extracurricular Clubs: Director approved yearlong clubs that meet the
requirements below.
Facilitator Stipend: $1,200
Requirements:


2 hours weekly for 30 weeks or equivalent; and
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Minimum club size 8 (or fewer with Director approval) for campuses with enrollment
greater than 600. Minimum club size 5 (or fewer with Director approval) for
campuses with enrollment less than 600.

C.3. Tier 3 Extracurricular Clubs: Director approved yearlong clubs that meet the
requirements below.
Facilitator Stipend: $600
Requirements:


1 hour weekly for 30 weeks; or 2 hours weekly for 15 weeks, or equivalent; and



Minimum Club Size 8 (or fewer with Director approval) for campuses with
enrollment greater than 600. Minimum club size 5 (or fewer with Director approval)
for campuses with enrollment less than 600.

D. Teacher Leader Positions:
D.1. Definition: Teacher leader positions can be created by the director or Network to fulfill
needs that the school may have outside of the classroom. These are not extracurricular
club facilitator positions as defined in the preceding section. These positions will be
stipend positions and may include release time during the regular work day.
D.2. Rate: Teacher leader stipends shall be calculated at a rate equivalent to $37.50 per
hour for any instructional or leadership activity outside of the regular work day
including but not limited to meetings and exhibitions. Any release time granted to a
teacher leader will not be included in stipend calculation.
D.3. Presentation of Positions and Feedback: School leaders will present potential stipend
opportunities including position responsibilities, number of required hours, release
periods if applicable and pay for the following school year during a staff meeting by
May 1 of each year. Members will have a minimum of one week to provide feedback
regarding stipend opportunities verbally or in writing. After the feedback period, the
Directors will finalize the positions and send the position descriptions via email.
Directors will open up the application process by June 1.
D.4. Goal-Setting with Teacher Leaders: Directors or Associate Directors may periodically
meet with those holding Teacher Leader Positions to discuss goal-setting. Pay shall not
be withheld from a Teacher Leader as an outcome of these meetings.
D.5. Additional Information: Teacher leader positions are voluntary. No teacher leader shall
be required to report on the activities of other members.
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Appendix F: Incremental Salary Adjustment Worksheet
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APPENDIX G: TEACHER AND NTE SALARY CHARTS 2018-2022
2018-2019 Teacher & NTE Base Schedule
(93% of 2018-2019 CPS)
Steps
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
$49,251
$52,662
$56,073
$59,486
1
$50,120
$53,531
$56,942
$60,355
2
$51,184
$54,596
$58,007
$61,420
3
$52,358
$55,769
$59,181
$62,594
4
$54,233
$57,644
$61,055
$64,469
5
$56,562
$59,973
$63,384
$66,797
6
$59,064
$62,476
$65,887
$69,299
7
$61,600
$65,012
$68,423
$71,836
8
$65,759
$69,171
$72,581
$75,993
9
$69,827
$73,238
$76,649
$80,061
10
$73,434
$76,846
$80,256
$83,667
11
$75,941
$79,352
$82,764
$86,175
12
$77,708
$81,119
$84,529
$87,942
13
$78,672
$82,083
$85,496
$88,906
14
$78,791
$82,203
$85,614
$89,026
15
$78,868
$82,279
$85,691
$89,101
16
$79,049
$82,459
$85,872
$89,282
17
$79,620
$83,030
$86,442
$89,853
18
$80,345
$83,757
$87,168
$90,578
19
$82,236
$85,750
$89,262
$92,775
20
$82,266
$85,779
$89,292
$92,804
21
$82,290
$85,804
$89,316
$92,828
22
$82,290
$85,804
$89,316
$92,828
23
$82,290
$85,804
$89,316
$92,828
24
$83,488
$87,002
$90,514
$94,027
25

Steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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2019-2020 Teacher & NTE Base Schedule
(95% of 2018-2019 CPS)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
$50,310
$53,795
$57,279
$60,765
$51,197
$54,682
$58,167
$61,653
$52,285
$55,770
$59,254
$62,741
$53,484
$56,969
$60,453
$63,940
$55,399
$58,884
$62,368
$65,855
$57,778
$61,263
$64,747
$68,234
$60,335
$63,819
$67,304
$70,789
$62,925
$66,410
$69,894
$73,381
$67,174
$70,658
$74,142
$77,627
$71,329
$74,813
$78,297
$81,783
$75,013
$78,499
$81,982
$85,466
$77,574
$81,059
$84,544
$88,028
$79,379
$82,864
$86,346
$89,833
$80,364
$83,848
$87,334
$90,818
$80,486
$83,971
$87,455
$90,941
$80,564
$84,048
$87,534
$91,018
$80,749
$84,233
$87,718
$91,202
$81,332
$84,816
$88,301
$91,785
$82,072
$85,558
$89,043
$92,526
$84,005
$87,594
$91,182
$94,770
$84,035
$87,624
$91,212
$94,800
$84,060
$87,649
$91,237
$94,824
$84,060
$87,649
$91,237
$94,824
$84,060
$87,649
$91,237
$94,824
$85,283
$88,873
$92,461
$96,049

2020-2021 Teacher & NTE Base Schedule
(97% of 2018-2019 CPS)
Steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Lane 1
$51,369
$52,275
$53,386
$54,610
$56,566
$58,994
$61,605
$64,250
$68,588
$72,831
$76,592
$79,207
$81,050
$82,056
$82,180
$82,260
$82,449
$83,045
$83,800
$85,773
$85,804
$85,829
$85,829
$85,829
$87,079

Lane 2
$54,927
$55,833
$56,944
$58,168
$60,124
$62,552
$65,163
$67,808
$72,146
$76,388
$80,151
$82,765
$84,608
$85,613
$85,738
$85,818
$86,006
$86,602
$87,359
$89,438
$89,469
$89,494
$89,494
$89,494
$90,744

Lane 3
$58,485
$59,391
$60,502
$61,726
$63,681
$66,110
$68,721
$71,366
$75,703
$79,945
$83,708
$86,324
$88,164
$89,173
$89,296
$89,377
$89,565
$90,160
$90,917
$93,102
$93,133
$93,158
$93,158
$93,158
$94,407

2021-2022 Teacher & NTE Base Schedule
(102% of 2018-2019 CPS)

Lane 4
$62,044
$62,951
$64,062
$65,286
$67,241
$69,670
$72,280
$74,926
$79,262
$83,504
$87,265
$89,881
$91,724
$92,730
$92,855
$92,934
$93,122
$93,718
$94,474
$96,765
$96,795
$96,821
$96,821
$96,821
$98,071

Steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Lane 1
$54,017
$54,970
$56,138
$57,425
$59,481
$62,035
$64,780
$67,562
$72,123
$76,585
$80,540
$83,290
$85,228
$86,286
$86,416
$86,500
$86,699
$87,325
$88,120
$90,195
$90,227
$90,254
$90,254
$90,254
$91,567

Lane 2
$57,759
$58,711
$59,879
$61,166
$63,223
$65,777
$68,522
$71,303
$75,865
$80,325
$84,283
$87,032
$88,970
$90,026
$90,158
$90,241
$90,439
$91,066
$91,862
$94,048
$94,081
$94,107
$94,107
$94,107
$95,421

Lane 3
$61,500
$62,453
$63,620
$64,908
$66,964
$69,518
$72,263
$75,044
$79,605
$84,066
$88,023
$90,774
$92,709
$93,770
$93,899
$93,984
$94,182
$94,807
$95,604
$97,901
$97,933
$97,960
$97,960
$97,960
$99,274

Lane 4
$65,242
$66,196
$67,364
$68,651
$70,707
$73,262
$76,005
$78,788
$83,347
$87,809
$91,763
$94,514
$96,452
$97,510
$97,642
$97,724
$97,922
$98,548
$99,344
$101,753
$101,785
$101,811
$101,811
$101,811
$103,126

APPENDIX H: CPS SALARY SCHEDULE 2018-2019
Steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

100% of 2018-2019 CPS Schedule
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
$52,958
$56,626
$60,294
$53,892
$57,560
$61,228
$55,037
$58,705
$62,373
$56,299
$59,967
$63,635
$58,315
$61,983
$65,651
$60,819
$64,487
$68,155
$63,510
$67,178
$70,846
$66,237
$69,905
$73,573
$70,709
$74,377
$78,044
$75,083
$78,750
$82,418
$78,961
$82,630
$86,297
$81,657
$85,325
$88,994
$83,557
$87,225
$90,891
$84,594
$88,261
$91,931
$84,722
$88,390
$92,058
$84,804
$88,472
$92,141
$84,999
$88,666
$92,335
$85,613
$89,280
$92,948
$86,392
$90,061
$93,729
$88,426
$92,204
$95,981
$88,458
$92,236
$96,013
$88,484
$92,262
$96,039
$88,484
$92,262
$96,039
$88,484
$92,262
$96,039
$89,772
$93,550
$97,327

Lane 4
$63,963
$64,898
$66,043
$67,305
$69,321
$71,825
$74,515
$77,243
$81,713
$86,087
$89,964
$92,661
$94,561
$95,598
$95,727
$95,808
$96,002
$96,616
$97,396
$99,758
$99,789
$99,815
$99,815
$99,815
$101,104

Steps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
77

108% of 2018-2019 CPS Schedule
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
$57,195
$61,156
$65,118
$58,203
$62,165
$66,126
$59,440
$63,401
$67,363
$60,803
$64,764
$68,726
$62,980
$66,942
$70,903
$65,685
$69,646
$73,607
$68,591
$72,552
$76,514
$71,536
$75,497
$79,459
$76,366
$80,327
$84,288
$81,090
$85,050
$89,011
$85,278
$89,240
$93,201
$88,190
$92,151
$96,114
$90,242
$94,203
$98,162
$91,362
$95,322
$99,285
$91,500
$95,461
$99,423
$91,588
$95,550
$99,512
$91,799
$95,759
$99,722
$92,462
$96,422
$100,384
$93,303
$97,266
$101,227
$95,500
$99,580
$103,659
$95,535
$99,615
$103,694
$95,563
$99,643
$103,722
$95,563
$99,643
$103,722
$95,563
$99,643
$103,722
$96,954
$101,034
$105,113

Lane 4
$69,080
$70,090
$71,326
$72,689
$74,867
$77,571
$80,476
$83,422
$88,250
$92,974
$97,161
$100,074
$102,126
$103,246
$103,385
$103,473
$103,682
$104,345
$105,188
$107,739
$107,772
$107,800
$107,800
$107,800
$109,192

APPENDIX I: PSRP SALARY SCHEDULE 2018-2022
Adjustment:

2.0%

2.0%

5.0%

Years
Completed

Step

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

0

1

$31,226.61

$31,851.14

$32,488.17

$34,112.57

1

2

$32,720.83

$33,375.25

$34,042.75

$35,744.89

2

3

$34,273.10

$34,958.56

$35,657.73

$37,440.62

4

$34,558.40

$35,249.57

$35,954.56

$37,752.29

5

$36,225.12

$36,949.62

$37,688.61

$39,573.05

6

$38,007.60

$38,767.75

$39,543.11

$41,520.26

7

$39,788.76

$40,584.54

$41,396.23

$43,466.04

8

$41,686.23

$42,519.95

$43,370.35

$45,538.87

9

$42,884.68

$43,742.37

$44,617.22

$46,848.08

10

$44,131.01

$45,013.63

$45,913.90

$48,209.60

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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APPENDIX J: OFFICE MANAGER SALARY SCHEDULE 2018-2022
Adjustment:

2.0%

2.0%

5.0%

Years Completed

Step

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

0

1

$48,537.76

$49,508.52

$50,498.69

$53,023.62

1

2

$50,922.26

$51,940.71

$52,979.52

$55,628.50

2

3

$53,447.49

$54,516.44

$55,606.77

$58,387.11

$54,041.38

$55,122.21

$56,224.65

$59,035.88

$56,682.91

$57,816.57

$58,972.90

$61,921.54

$59,463.46

$60,652.73

$61,865.78

$64,959.07

$62,517.89

$63,768.25

$65,043.61

$68,295.79

$65,643.20

$66,956.06

$68,295.19

$71,709.94

$67,606.55

$68,958.68

$70,337.85

$73,854.75

$69,628.47

$71,021.04

$72,441.46

$76,063.53

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

79

80

